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WELCOME

University

GEORGE FOX

"No man is an island, entire of itself; every man is a

UNIVERSITY MISSION

piece of the continent, a part of the main." —John Donne

STATEMENT

The purpose or mission of George Fox
University has been clearly defined in its

Living in the community that we call George Fox University is both a challenging and

mission statement: The mission of the

rewarding experience. Everv' individual has a God-given uniqueness and place that should

University from its beginning has been to
demonstrate the meaning ofJesus Christ by
offering a caring educatioruil community in
which each individual may achieve the highest
intellectual and personal growth, and by
participating responsibly in our world's
concerns.

be celebrated. Howe\'er, our uniqueness is only fully discovered as we engage our member

ship in the whole, understand our role in the hcxiy, and recognize our piece of the continent.
You as students have individual rights and community responsibilities. The challenge is

finding the balance that is both pleasing to the Lord and respectful of others while not

denying your unique place in this community of scholars. The Student Handbook is a guide
to striking that balance.

GEORGE FOX

Please know that my door is always open to you and that I am here to offer a listening ear as

UNIVERSITY VALUES

you move through your years in this family.

STATEMENT

Blessings,

The George Fox University
community values...

• Following Christ, the Center of
Eileen Hulme

Truth

• Honoring the Worth, Dignity and

Vice President for Student Life

Potential of the Individual

• Developing the Whole Person—
Spirit, Mind and Body

• Living and Learning in a ChristCentered Community

• Pursuing Integrity Over Image

• Achieving Academic Excellence in
the Liberal Arts

• Preparing Every Person to Serve
Christ in the World

.\V" c

• Perserving Our Friends (Quaker)
Heritage
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Academic

affairs

Education at George Fox University is not
simply what you leam; rather, it is about

what you become. Ask yourselfthese
questions: "What do I want to be when I
graduate from George Fox University?"

most of your education, as well a^ lormal

Full-time Students

Students admitted provisionally may not

statements that describe tdficial policies
and procedure. If you ha\-e any questitms

Full-time undergraduate students are

enroll for more than 14 or 15 hours in the

enrolled for a minimum of 12 hours in a

first semester and must include at least one

standard semester. Only full-time students
may represent the University in an official
capacity, hcdd a major office in an organi
zation, or live in Unix'ersity housing.

semester of WRl 095, English Skills. At
the completion of a term, the Academic
Standing Review Committee considers
each provisional student's achievement to
determine if sufficient progress has been

about anything regarding academics and
your pursuit of commitment and wisdom,

and "What values do I want to embrace

get in toucli with your academic ad\ isor,

when my time is completed at George Fox

the Office of Academic Affairs, or the

University?"

Registrar's Office. You will tintl willing
faculty and staff reatly to join you in your

Regular Students

journey.

Students who have satisfied admission

PROCEDURES

reciuirements and are following a program
leading to a degree are called regular
students. They are classified as follows:

Subject to instructor approval, any regular
or special student may audit courses from

Freshmen: Students who have completed

which he or she wishes to derive benefit

Aswe've prepared for your arrival, we have

been asking those same questions. Our
conclusion isthat wewant you to become a
person of commitment and wisdom.

By commitment, we mean committed to
love: love for God, love for others, and

love for yourself. The Bible says it best in
Mark 12:29-31, "Love the Lord your God
with all your heart and with all your soul
and with all your mind and with all your
strength. Love your neighbor as yourself."

Attendance

without fulfilling credit requirements.

maintain George Fox University standards
involving satisfactory scholarship. Regular

Sophomores: Students who have com

Audit status must be established with the

class attendance is expected of each
student in all courses. Class work missed

Juniors: Students who have completed 62

because of absence may be made up only

Seniors: Students who have completed 93

in the case of prolonged cir confining

semester hours

Such excuses are obtained from the Health

with an arrogant or selfish attitude, the
result is foolishness. When knowledge is

result is wisdom. Therefore, at George Fox

Registrar at time of registration. Class

pleted 31 semester hours
semester hours

attendance standards are to be met.

Academic Advising
Each matriculating student is assigned an
advisor for initial registration based on

illness (three t>r more ccin.secutive days).

their selected Freshman Seminar. The

and Counseling Services Center. Permis

Special Students
This classification includes degree and

seminar instructor ser\'es as a student

sion for absences from class for participa
tion in cocurricular University activities

nondegree students generally enrolled for

Transfer students are assigned a faculty

less than 12 semester hours. Any special
student wishing to enter a degree program
must fulfill regular admissions requirements.

advisor based on their area of academic

University, we are not simply interested in

must be granted by the Academic Affairs
Office. Other aKsence arrangements are

you gaining knowledge. We want you to

between the student and the instruct(.>r.

become wise.

Auditing Courses

fewer than 31 semester hours

The responsibility rests with the student to

By wisdom, we mean not simply what you
know, but rather, how you pursue
knowlege. When knowledge is pursued

pursued with humility and generosity, the

made for continuance.

advisor through the freshman year.

interest or declared major. An advisor may
be changed by request as a student forms

natural lines of helpfulness and acquain

The University calendar provides instruc

Probation and Provisional

tance. Other teachers and administrators
may serve as resource persons in guidance

you study in, you will find your professors

tional dates for teachers and students.
Students are expected to attend classes

Students

A student whose cumulative grade point

pursuing commitment and wisdom with

through the last day of each semester, unless

you. Not only will you become grounded

illness or an emergency situation exists.

Regardless of which one of the 36 majors

in the basics ofyour discipline, you will

tilso be challenged to be humble in spirit as
have learned.

Classification of Students
Classification is ba.sed upon the student's
academic standing in terms
hours and

Along with a University Catalog, you have

grade pt>inc average at the beginning of the

now received the Student Handbook

semester. New students will be classified as

(community contract). Remember, it is

regular or provisit)nal students when

your responsibility to know and to meet all

admission requirements have been met
and official transcripts have been received

you prepare to serve others with what you

academic and graduation requirements.

In the pages that follow, you will find

and evaluated.

average (CPA) falls below the level
established for academic progress will be

classified as a probational student. A
student placed on probation status may
continue to receive financial aid. An

applicant who does not meet the total
expectations fi>r admission may be admit
ted as a provisitmal student. All provi
sional students are required to participate
in the George Fox University Academic
Success Program (see the "On-Campus
Academic Programs" section in the
Catalog).

and counseling.

The student is responsible to become
familiar with policies and procedures

outlined in the Catalog. For example, many
upper-level courses are offered in alternate
years, but this should be no problem if there
is advanced planning and if courses are
taken in the proper sequences. Advisors will
aid as requested, but students must be
responsible for their own programs.

informal descriptions ofhow to make the
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LET
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GET

GUIDANCE...
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cussed directly in class. If you have any
questions, ask for explanations during
class time, or make an appointment to
discuss your questions privately.

A common "rule of thumb" is to anticipiUe

rwt) hours of sruk-iy per week for each htuir
of class. Classes that meet more frequently
per week than the number of credits given
will demani.1 less outside stu'-ly.

4.

TEN TIPS FOR

ACADEMIC SUCCESS
a
"Guide me in

this document which outlines what

Academic Load

YOUR TRUTH AND

you may expect from the ci»urse and
what is expected of you. It s \'ital that

TEACH ME, FOR

YOU ARE God my

Saviour."

Psalm 25:5

determined in conference with the

you read the syllabus and use it as a

student's advisor. Sixteen hours per
semester is a normal University load.

sors assume you'll rca^l the syllabus and

hours. Provisional students will be limited

announced in cla.ss). The best plan is

to 14 or 15 hours. No student may enroll

for more than 20 hours except by special
permission of the faculty advisor and the

to read it when you receive it and in
the next class period ask for clarifica
tion of any assignments or deadlines

Registrar.

that you don't understand.

demic load and his or her on- or offcampus work:

assume that you can make up a missed
exam. Review the syllabus and adjust

Work
Not more than

your own schedule tc5 make sure ymi
can take all exams as scheduled. If

Academic Load
15-17 semester hours

18 hours

emergency arises, contact the professor
12-14 semester hours

24 hours

prepare for exams and understand

material more effectively.

6. Be on time. Latecomers interrupt
lectures and create distractions. If

3.

Freshmen: All freshmen are expected to
register for WRI 110, The Effective Writer,

in the first year. In addition, all freshmen
are expected to register for Literature of

the Bible, physical education, and general

education courses in the first year. See the
Catalog for information on certainexemp
tions, waivers and substitutions for these

you can study with them. In addition,
look into the learning resources on
campus. Review the section "Resources
for Academic Success" in this hand-

Use the title "Professor" or "Doctor"

(if they have an earned doctorate) and

his or her last name when addressing
them. If they prefer that you call them
sianething else, they'll let you know.

Read assignments before they're due.
Many professors don't cover readings in

tested on reading material nor dis

exam, contact other students to see if

7. Treat your professors with respect.

circumstances.

lecture related to the reading. If you
haven't read the assigned material,
you'll have more difficulty following
the class discussicm. Alsti, you may be

10. Make an appointment to see the
professor as soon as possible if you
receive a low or unsatisfactory grade
on a paper. Explain that you want to
do better and ask the professor to
review the paper with you to help you
understand your mistakes. You can also
ask the professor if he or she will
accept an early draft on the next paper.
If the problem is with an exam,
perhaps you can privately discuss the
test with the professor. And, to help
you study more effectively for the next

student.

as soon as possible and explain your

class; rather they use them as a basis for
discussion or as backgrtjund for a

Academic Planner with you.

class to get them. If you're not sure
what the class is working on, quietly
ask for assistance from a neighboring

10-12 semester hours

30 hours

Think ahead while working with
your advisor. Plan a rough draft of the
courses you'll take in two or three
semesters. Make sure both of you have
a copy of your schedule. When it's
time for advance registration, make an
advising appointment at least a week
before registration and have a draft
schedule prepared when you go in for

your appointment. When you meet
with your advisor, always bring your

you're late and need additional notes
or a handout, wait until the end of

Make exams and major projects your

highest priority in scheduling. Pon t

Not more than

to be there when class is in session.

Paying attenti(a-i in class helps you

meet its deadlines (unless changes are

2.

Go to class and stay alert while
you're there. One of the most impor
tant ways you can reduce your outside
study time and show respect to both
your professors and fellow classmates is

remind you of due dates. Most profes

relationship between the student's aca

Not more than

5.

not go tiver the syllahus with yx'ti iir

considerably to the cost of their education
by extending the time involved to earn
their degree. Ordinarily, the first-semester
freshman will register for no more than 16

The following is suggested as a satisfactory

have missed.

reference throughout tiie semester.
Remember that si>me profes.sors may

Students who carry fewer hours may add

Get acquainted with some of your
fellow students and form a study
group. Sianetimes it's more producti\'e
to study with others, and if you must

miss a class, yourstudy group can help
you catch up. It is your responsibility,
not the professors, to obtain any notes,
information, and handouts you may

1. Read your syllabus. On the first day
ofclass, professi)rs typically hand out

The student's academic load will be

9.

8.

Honor professors' office hours.

Office htnirs are usually found on
course syllabi, professors' office doors,
and with administrative assistants in

University offices. Many times you can
arrange a special appointment right
after a class.

requirements.
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progress in a course whose objectives

instructor's evaluation i>t the stu».lenrs

continue for more than one semester. The

daily {"'arriciparion in class, performance

on periodic tests, work on research papers

ii

and class projects, and achievement on

or "I" grade.

final examinations. Cirade ptiints are

assigncxl for each hour of cre^lir earned

An "X" grade indicates the instructor did
not report a grade to the Registrar's Office.

accori-iing to the follmving s\>rcin:

I

Letter

Superitir

AB+

book.

B

Adding Classes
1. After classes begin, late admission to
class must have the approval of the
Registrar and consent of the instruc
tor. Late forms are available in the

Registrar's Office.

2.

listed on the calendar on page 53 and
in the University Catalog.

Dropping Classes
1• A student wishing to drop or withdraw
from a class or from the University

must secure the proper form from the
Registrar's Office. Without this, an "F"
is recorded for all courses involved.

2.

3.7

record. The cumulative CPA iscomputed

3.3

on the last grade achieved.

2.3
Average

2.0
1.7

CD+

Pas.sing but Inferior

I.O

than the published deadline.

Failing

0

I

Incomplete

0

W

Official withdrawal

0

P

Pass (average or above)

0

NP

Not Pa.ssing

0

L

Long-Term

0

grade reported by

0

instructor

There is a fee of $10 for a course

The grade "I" is allowed if a student incurs

withdrawal, though not for complete
withdrawal from the University.

circumstances that make it impossible to

Withdrawal from a course must be

completed within the first nine weeks

of the semester. Beyond this date, a
petition to the Academic Affairs

Office is required, and cause (extenu
ating conditions) must be established.

The Grading System
Semester grades are determiiied by the

or better and who hascompleted 62
semester hours may elect one course per
semester from elective course offerings on

1.3

F

X

A student with a cumulative CPA of 2.0

a pass/no-pass basis. An application form
must be filed with the Registrar no later

.7

D-

Pass/No-Pass Policy

illness or uiipreventable and unforeseeable
meet course requirements cm time. Re

quest for an "I" grade is initiated with and
approved by the Registrar. A ct^ntract

showing the wtirk to be completed and the
cornpletion date is prepared in consulta

The teacher submits a regular grade to the
Registrar, who converts the regular grade
of C or above into "pass." A grade below
C becomes a "no-pass," and the course
must be repeated on a satisfactory level to
receive credit.

Courses offered only on a pass/no-pass
basis are field experience (e.g., 275/475),
WRI 095 English Skills, THE 165/365
University Players, GED 375 Juniors

THING THROUGH

posted on the grade report given to the
student within two weeks following the
close of each semester. The GPA is based

To be eligible for elected student govern
ment positions, a student must maintain a
GPA of 2.50 or better. To be eligible for
intercollegiate athletics, the standards of
the National Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics and National Collegiate Ath
must be met.

Whenever the GPA for a given semester is
below 2.0, a student receives a warning

and is encouraged to contact their aca
demic advisor, who will assist in the

development of improved study plans and
encourage better use of reading and library
skills.

A student ison probation when his/her
cumulative grade point average falls below
the following standards: 1-15 hours, 1.7; 1631 hours, 1.8; 32-47 hours, 1.9; more than
48 hours, 2.0. The student is given one

semester of probation to achieve the above
standard. Beginningfreshmen not admitted
provisionally are normally allowed two or

Abroad, and Student Teaching.

Field experience and Honors Colloquium
(GED 271, 272, 371, 372) may be "pass"
c^r "no-pass" at department option, or in
absence of department policy, at the
student's tjption. All other courses in the
University receive grades.

Academic Progress and
Eligibility

A student on regular, pnibation or provi
sional status is considered to he making

An "L" grade ^.Icsignares satisfactory
lo

GEORGE

FOX
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Him who gives

ME STRENGTH.'

on George Fox University credits only.

tion with the instructor and is filed with

the Registrar. An "I" not completed in one
year becomes permanent, and the course
must be repeated if credit is desired.

'I CAN DO EVERY

GPA and a new cumulative GPA are

letic Association (NCAA) Division III

3.0

2.7

C+

D

TTie deadlines for adding courses or
exercising a pass/no-pass option are

Good

B-

C

4.0

A student may repeat a course in which
the grade of "D," "F," "W," or "I" is
received, hut the first grade remains on the

Semester Hour

Grade
A

Points, Per

Meaning

"L" will be replaced by either a "P" grade
or a letter grade. This is not an incomplete

reasonable academic progress. The
student's semester grades with a semester

STUDENT
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'1 AM THE LORD

YOUR God...WHO

DIRECTS YOU JN

THE WAY YOU

SHOULD GO.'

Isaiah 48:1 1

three semesters of academic experience
beforesuspension is administered.
A student not achieving reasonable
progress, as determined by the Academic
Standing Review Committee, may be
given an academic suspension. After one
or more semesters have elapsed, the
student may apply for readmission, and if
admitted, reenters provisionally. The
Academic Standing Review Committee
may recommend academic dismissal. Such
students may not apply for readmission.

The University may suspend or dismiss any
student who fails to earn a CPA of at least

1.0 during a semester, regardless of classifi
cation or number of hours completed. The
University may suspend or dismiss any
students who no longer benefit themselves
or the University community.

tion of prescheJuleJ interci>llegiate

(grades, transcripts, career planning
information) to third parties. Records of

athletic events.

school officials that are in the si>le pt^sses-

extracurricular activities, with the excep

sion of the maker thereof, and that are not

Students wishing to apply tor change of

accessible to any other person except a

final examination time must >.lo so by the

substitute, arc not considered to be

end of the 10th week of classes. Forms are

educational records and are exempt.

available in the Registrar's Office. Stu
dents must provide evislence i>t extenuat

Parents' cimfidential financial statements,
confidential letters of recommendation,

ing circumstances necessitating the change

and educational records containing

of final exam time.

information about more than one student
are not open to students.

College-Level Examination
Program (CLEF)
The EdLicatit)nal Testing Service of the
University- Board prov ides natiimally recog

Withdraw from School

Further information on the Family Educa
tional Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 may
be found in the Catalog.

A student who cannot complete the
current semester may completely withdraw
from school during the first nine weeks
without grade responsibility. Beyond this

University credit may Ix: earned or course

Discrimination

proficiency verified. Tlais is tiieG>llcge-Level

George Fox University does not discrimi
nate on the basis of age, sex, handicap, race,

point in the semester, a petition to the
Academic Affairs Office is required, and
cause (extenuating conditions) must be

nized standardized te.sting through which

Examination Program (CLEP).

designed to verify competency in general

color, or national origin in its educational
programs or activities, including employ
ment, and is required by Title IX of the

education. Tests may be taken in five areas

Education Amendments of 1972 and Title

for a maximum of 32 semester hours of
credit. General examinatiiuis are to be

number of weeks completed, with no

VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 not to

refund after the sixth week. To be eligible
for a refund, students must pick up with
drawal forms from the Registrar's Office,
obtain the required signatures, complete

The CLEP General Examinations are

Final Examinations

Students are required to take final exami
nations as specified in course syllabi. The
final examination schedule covers the last

four days of each semester. The schedule is
printed in the class schedule each year.
The entire last week of each semester will

be kept free of institutionally sanctioned

discriminate in such manner. Further

taken pric^r to the completicm of the first
semester of enrollment at Gei^rge Fox
University. It is recommended that the
English Composititm examination with
essay be taken in June pric^r to University
enrollment. CLEP Subject Examinations
provide verification of ccunpetency in

information is available in the Catalog.
Transcript Requests
The Family Educational Rights and
Privacy Act of 1974 requires you to submit
a WRITTEN and SIGNED request to the
Registrar's Office before a transcript can be

selected academic fields such as foreign
taken at any time. It is assumed that

competency has been gained in
nonclassroom settings. See tlie Registrar
for details and test applications. The tests
are administered by the Registrar.

Federal Privacy Act
The Federal Family Educational Rights
and Privacy Act of 1974 allows students to

12
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the form, and return it to the Registrar's
Office.

Students withdrawing from school at the
end of a semester must pick up the appro

address, your approximate dates of atten

dance at George Fox, the number of copies

Registrar's Office to be eligible for a refund

you are requesting, and the complete
address of where the transcript is to he
sent. You must sign the request and

of the $100 Registration/Damage Deposit.

enclose the required fee. The transcript fee
is $3 per official transcript. In addition,
yourstudent account hill must be paid

inspect their educational records and
provides guidelines on the release of
personally identifiable information

page 53, for specific dates. The refund for
tuition and board will be based on the

priate form from the Registrar's Office and
complete the checkout process by obtain
ing the required signatures and returning
the form to the Registrar's Office. The
completed form must he submitted to the

released. To request a transcript, you must
complete a Transcript Request Form or
send a letter to the Registrar's Office
indicating your full name, your current

language, mathematics, etc. These may be

established. See the academic calendar,

before a transcript can be released.

Student or Family Emergencies
When students experience a personal or

family emergency during the academic
year, they must contact the Registrar's
Office immediately if they are seeking
excused absences.

UNIVERSITY
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Academic Organization
Name

Title

Extension

Location

Dirk Barram, Vice President for Academic Affairs
ext. 2142

WMH

Linda Judd, Executive Secretary
ext. 2141

School of Natural and
Behavioral Sciences

Scot Headiey, Director

DEAN: JaiiK-s Fo-^ier

ext. 2836

ext. 2144

DEAN: Tom John.sim

ext. 2702

ext. 6151

ext. 2705

HHS

EUS

WMH
Health and Human Performance

Byron Shenk, C^hairpersou

School of Humanities

ext. 2912

DEAN: MarkWeinert

ext. 2143

Hank Helsaheck, Chairperson

Communication Arts

ext. 2720

Craig Johnson, Chairperson
ext. 2610

EHS

Psychology
Clark Campbell. Chairperson

HUM

Fine Arts

ext. 2753

Mel Schroeder, Chairperson
ext. 2631

WSC:

Math, Computer Science, and Engineering

WMH

HVR

Chris Koch, Undcrgrcidieiic Director

ROS

ext. 2744

HVR

History and Political Science
Kerry Irish, Chairperson

Leo Marmol, GrtHuate Director

ext. 2672

ext. 2762

MIN

m

Western Evangelical Seminary

Biology and Chcmi.stry
Paul Chainherlain. C.'/uiir (jidl)

Don Powers, C?/uiir ('.s/)ringl
ext. 2140

LEM

WMll

WMH

Desiree Crook, Administrative Secretary

M.Ed.

WES

ASSOCIATE DEAN: Judith Schwan:
ext. 6141

WES

Ministry
Tom Johnson
ext. 6151

WES
"The i n t e g r i t y

INTEGRITY

Counseling
Judith Schwan:
ext. 6141

Academic Honesty
It is assumed that students at George Fox
Uni\'ersity will endeawr to be honest and

WES

Location Key:
BUS - Bus. Econ. Dept. Offices

of high integrity in all matters pertaining
to their Uni\-ersity life. A lack of respect
and integrity is evidenced by cheating,

EHS - Edwards-Holman Science Center

fabricating, plagiarizing, misuse of keys and
facilities, removing books and other
property not one's own, defacing and
altering, and disruption of classes.

HUM - Humanities House

HVR - Hoover Acatlemic Rui[i.iing
LEM - Lemmims Genre

HVR

MIN - Minthorn Hall

Sociology/Social Work

Religious Studies
Howard Macy, Chairperson

Carl Lloyd, C/iairpcr.son

ext. 2655

ext. 2757

ROS

HVR

Cheating is defined as "intentionally using
or attempting to use unauthorized materi
als, information, or study aids in any

ROS - Ross Center

WES - Western E\-angelical Seminary
WMH - Wood-Mar Hall

Christian Studies (M.A.)

School of Professional Studies

Paul Anderson, Director

DEAN: Glenn Moran

ext. 2651

ext. 2 145

ROS

academic exercise." It is assumed that

WSC - Wheeler Sports Center

whatever is submitted by a student is the
work of that student and is new work for

WMH

that course. Fabrication is "intentional and

HONORS

W riting/Literatu re
Ed Higgins, Chairperson

Tom Head, C/iairperson

The Dean's List

ext. 2601

ext. 2811

Continuing Studies

Those who achieve aiid maintain a 3.5
CPA or above tin 12 or more hours of

Alan Kluge, Director

graded work completed by the eiid of the

ext. 2872

semester are eligible for the Dean's List.

Business and Economics

MIN

BUS

MIN

Family and Consumer Sciences
Flora Allen, Chairperson
ext. 2861

LEM

unauthorized falsification or invention of

Margi Macy, Chairperson
ext. 2835

LEM

or ideas of another as one's own in any
academic exercise." One who facilitates

APPEALS

any academic issues, contact the Office of
Academic Affairs.

Penalties may include restitution, an "F"
on an individual paper or exam, loss of
campus position or employment, an "F" for
the course, disciplinary' probation, suspen
sion or dismissal. The Academic Affairs

M.A.T.

Gary Kilhurg, Director
ext. 2832

ally or knowingly representing the words

any of the above is equally responsible
with the primary violator.

For informaruin pertairtirtg to appeals of
Teacher Education

any information or citation in an academic
exercise or form." Plagiarism is "intention

LEM

Office will handle academic dishonesty
issues working in conjunction with the
Student Life Office.
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OF THE UPRIGHT

GUIDES THEM.'

PROVERBS 1 1 :3

Student

life

Your process of becoming a person of

Retreats: Tliese inchkle the tall and

commitment and wisdom at George Fox

spring all-campus retreats designed
for spiritual growtii and refreshment.

University will take you well beyond the
confines of the traditional classroom. Your

"classroom" for your education will also
include those places where you sleep, eat,
play, perform, sing, study, and relax.
The Office of Student Life is committed to

enhancing your education by providing
staff and services to make your journey
successful.

Fellowship of Chri.stian Athletes

SPIRITUAL FORMATION
PROGRAM

Ain^ther major ,ser\ ice providctl by the
Campus Ministries staff is the Spiritual
Formation Prtigram.

is pn)\'i>.ied to rhi"- stu'.lenr grt.>up that

Philosophy and General Information

ministers to a large population

In keeping with its priority that each
student corne into a relatimiship with Jesus

within the stiklent ctanmunity.

Christ and then grow in that relationship

OPTION 1

OPTION 2

to maturity t)f faith, the Spiritual Fibrilla

and challenge from riie Bible are

tion Program ar George Fox Unis'ersity is
made up of three primary components:

Chapel 15 credits
Small Group 3 credits
Ser\ e Trip 3 credits

Chapel 18 credits
Small Group 3 credits

Total 21 credits

Total 21 credits

OPTION 3

OPTION 4

10:50 a.m. the first 14 weeks of the 15-wcck

Chapel 18 credits

Chapel 21 credits

semester. The Ohafycl Times Chapel sched
ule (available the beginning of each semes

Sen*e Trip 3 credits

Regardless of which option a student takes
in fulfilling the Spiritual Formation

This section will introduce you to various

nity \'ia campus mail an>.l e-mail.

departments of the Office of Student Life.
Feel free to contact the appropriate offices

Counseling: Often times students

learning. Chapel is held Monday and

will need someone to talk with to
deal with a stressful or irouhling
situation. The Campus Ministries

Wednesday mornings from 10:00 to

CAMPUS

attendance requirements of the Spiritual
Formation Program in one of four ways:

Newsletters: Timely enct>uragement

pastoral counsel. This is ni">r a

MINISTRIES

substitute for therapeutic counseling.

Students who experience "welLbeing

The staffworks In eonjunctii>n with

spiritually will have a foundation upon
which to build their hopes and pursue

the Health and Counseling Services

ter) lists all opportunirics to receive Chapel
credit. In addition to the regular Monday/
Wednesday C^hapels, there are always a few
otherdaytime and evening opportunities to

Center

theirdreams. This type of foundation is

receive Chapel credit as well.

that are timely.

make referrals, if needed,

not built by chance and does not stand the

Total 21 credits

Total 21 credits

Credit, a minimum of 15 of those 21

credits must he based on Chapel atten
dance each semester. No more than three

credits can be earned for either the small

Study A time of interaction, questioning,

tests of life without intentional input. We

Service Trips: Cdiristmas and spring

all need people to walk along side us, to
guide us, to join us in the efforts ofsetting

breaks are times wheia students are

fellowship. Small group Bible studies are
held many different times during the week.

led on trips around the West Coast
and throughout the country. The

Ministry/Service A time to live out what

group Bible studies or the service trips in
any one semester.

TheCampus Pastor and the Director for
Outreach and Discipleship are gifted at

May Serve: During May Term, a

beyond.

joining students in their journey into

understanding God and serving Him.

month-long "May Serve" trip is
taken. Locations visited in the past

Students involved in the various compo

Students involved in a small group Bible
study during the semester — with consis
tent weekly attendance, and not missing
more than one-fourth of the group sessions
— will earn three credits. Small groups
are held many different times throughout
the week. Students choosing this option
must sign up for their small group within

Their work includes equipping students for

have been Russia, Brazil and Nepal/

nents of the Spiritual Formation Program

the first three weeks of the semester.

service of Christ, disciplining new Chris
tians, and walking with students who are
interested in investigatingwho God is.
They accomplish these tasks through a

Tibet. The focus is service and

need to know that it's nor designed to
replace the life and ministry of the local

our foundation. It is the foundation
construction chat is the focus of the

Campus Ministries Office.

variety of ways.

helping hand.

purpose of these trips is for ministry
throughout the Western United States and

evangelism.

It takes months cd preparation and
team building before students are

ready to embark tm these types of

• Small Group Bible Studies: Stu

dents are trained how to study the

service trips. The Campus Ministries
staff disciples, equips, and trains

Bible and lead their fellow students

student leaders for rhese ventures.

in a small group experience.
16

community that is in need of a

we say we believe. Service trips occur
during Christmas and spring breaks. The

goal is to provide a service to a

GEORGE
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UNIVERSITY

YOUR TRUTH AND

TEACH ME, FOR

church and shibuld not he considered a
substitute for church attendance or
involvement. Rather, involvement in the

Spiritual Formation Prcbgram is considered
to he an integral part of the total faith-

YOU ARE GOD MY

Saviour."

P s a l m s 25:5

Chapel A time of praise, worship and

staff proN'ide good listening and

'Guide me in

Each semester, students can fulfill the

(FCA): Leat.ier>hi|"' .in^.1 ai.l\ isement

articulated to the Uiii\ ersity commu

for further information.

Attendance Requirements
All students cany-ing a full class load (12
hours or more) are required to fulfill 21
Spiritual Formation credits each semester.

Students involved in Winter Serve (during
Christmas Break) cbr Spring Serve (during
Spring Break) will earn three credits.

Students choosing this option must sign up
before the deadlines for each of these trips.

learning education students receive at

George Fox University.
1997-98
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Absences i.iLie to actis ities siicli as Held

trips, athletic team participation, band and
choir tours, etc.. are not ctuisii-lered
excused. Students who participate iii

tliese activities are responsible to complete
21 Spiritual Formatioii cre>.liis regartiless.
Extended illnesses will be e\ aluared on an

need to choi>so 11 our of 31 Cdiapels rather
than 21 out of 31 Cdiapels.

ment ^.luring any subsequent semester will
result in a full-semester suspension.

Ail partial exemptions must be cleared

Fourth time Full-semester suspension the
following semester. Ifa student issuspended
and returns to George Fox, the student must
meet the Spiritual Formation requirements

through the Vice President for Student

Life by Friday, Sept. 19, 1997, for the
fall semester, and Friday, Jan. 23, 1998,
for the spring semester.

indivitlual basis at the eiid of the semester.

Extendc'Ll illness excuses are issued only by
the school nurse for illnesses t)t three or

more ct)nsecutive days.
'As IRON

Attendance Credit

For Chapel Attendance slips are provided
SHARPENS IRON,

SO ONE MAN

SHARPENS

ANOTHER.'

Proverbs 27:17

to students at each Chapel. Attendance
slips will not be given to students entering

Chapel after 10:05 a.m., nor will credit be
given to any student leaving prior to the
conclusion ofChapel. If a student has to
leave during Chapel, they are to give their
attendance slip to the Chapel attendant at

Exemptions

A student may receive an exemptii>n tor
the attendance requirement fi>r one

semester due to stutlent teaching, an i^ff'
campus field placement, or the last
semester of tiie senior year. The senii^r
exemption will he \Hud it the prev ious

Field Experience
Students arc expected to plan Field
Experience .so they can complete their 21
Spiritual Formation credits. The only

taken, which could mean a dismissal. This

tary educarit)ii srudeiits the spriiig semester

of their jiinitn- year and for secondary

President for Student Life as each case is

education students the fall semester of

reviewed with the student.

their senior year. For the exceptions, the
profe.ssors will ci>mmunicate their expecta
tions for Spiritual Formation involvement.

semester's attendance has not been

will be returned to them. If they don t

accumulated mt^re than two semesters of

First time Warning letter, along with

return promptly, their slip will be dis'

deficient attendance.

defraud the Chapel attendance slip or any

aspect of the crediting system will result in
disciplinary consequences.

semester, small group leaders will turn in
the names ofthose group members whose
attendance has earned them three credits.

Any attempt to defraud the crediting
system with regard to small group atten-

All exemptions must be cleared through

Spiritual Formation credits (Chapels

the Vice President for Student Life by

Friday, Sept. 19, 1997, for the fall

included) they were deficient on the
previous semester. On prohatitm, the

semester, and Friday, Jan. 23, 1998, for

student will receive a letter of warning.

There is an adult-learner status for stu

along with earning 21 Spiritual Formation

dents who are older than the traditional

credits the folKnving semester plus the

University student. This catcgi^ry may

number of Spiritual Formacion credits

include people with job conflicts and/or

(Chapels included) they were deficient on
the previous semester. Also, a written
contract signed by the student and the

families, some commuters, etc. Students in
this category may qualify for an exemp
tion. Contact the Student Life Office at

disciplinary consequences.

ext. 2310 if yt)u have questions.

For Serve Trip At the end ofeach Serve
Trip, Serve Trip leaders will turn in the

Partial Chapel Exemption

names of those who attended and partici

pated fully in the life of the trip. Any
attempt to defraud the crediting system

with regard to Serve Trip attendance or
involvement will result in disciplinary
consequences.

FOX

the Studcju Handlxwk. Therefore, there will
be no opportunity- to appeal the decision
except in the case of a full-semester suspen

sion from the University'. At that point, a
student may appeal to the Board of Student
Appeals. Legitimate extenuating circum
stances will be considered by the Vice
President for Student Life.

the spring semester.

dance or involvement will result in

GEORGE

earning 21 Spiritual Formation credits the

following semester plus the number of

Due process is inherent in the clearly
defined attendance requirements and
probationaiy steps and their publication in

Second time Loss oi senior exemption

For Small Groups At the end ofeach

18«

If a student does not meet the requirement
again, furtiier disciplinary action will be
decision will be decided by the Vice

Probation

carded. Each student must write his/her
name, student ID number, and signature
on their own Chapel slip. Any attempt to

student through the eight traditional
semesters (no senior exemption).

exception is for cla.ss EDU 375 for elemen

sati.sfactorily fulfilled or it they have

the door. If they return promptly, their slip

fi^r eveiy semester he t>r she is a full-time

UNIVERSITY

Vice President for Student Life stating a
third deficiency will result in a week-long
suspension the following semester.

Because of field experience, student
reaching, off-campus work, etc,, students

Third time One-week suspension during

can apply for a partial exempti(.)n in which

still he expected to cianplete the Spiritual

they are allowed to attend 11 out of the 21
Chapels required. If you have been
apprtwcd for such an excinprion, you will

Formation requirement during the semes
ter of their week-long suspension. Failure

the following semester. The student will

to do so or failure to complete the require
1997-98
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• Job openings

pDstcd i.!ailv and published in a
weekly job bullenn
•

"Hire-an-Alum"

Graduates may register

receive

special job opening-^. Summer jobs.
• Internship resources

giving guidance an>.i employer
contacts

• Resume writing, inter\'iewing, and
developing job search strategy

• Job Hunters Workshops

training stiKleiit> to have tlie skills to
take commaiiel in their job search

HEALTH AND

• Referrals to local physicians

"The Lord w i l l

COUNSELING

• Health counseling, consultation and

GUIDE YOU

SERVICES
General health an>.l counseling ser\ ices are
available in the Health anv.1 C.auinseling

• Oregon Liberal Arts Placement
Consortium Jobs Fair

includes recruitment inrer\'icws and
career information b)r graduates and

career decisions. The office is staffed with

the director and assistant director of

undergraeluates

CareerServices. They assist students with

• Career classes

Career Alternatives (designed for
freshmen/sophomores)

Hancock. The mei-lical stall inclikles a
nurse practitioner, who is a\ ailable i.luring

the posted hours each school tlav, aiitl a

guidance system
for use in career decision-making

STRENGTHEN

directc^r, wht) is a licensed psychologist,

stuck usually relates to several common
themes: family, friends, spirituality,

and several tloctoral- arn.1 ntaster's-lev el

intimacy, sexuality, sexual abuse, un

YOUR FRAME."

counseling i^r psyclnilogy practicum
Students (supervised by the director).

planned pregiiancy, managing depression,
anxiety, anger, decision making, problem

care. The counseling staff consists of the

• JobTrak listing service
provides job openings for education
and the liberal arts

Good health is essential for successful
pursuit of your gt^als at Cjetirge Fiix and in
your future life. Health is more than the
absence of disease. It is that state when an

Making use of counseling seiwices avail
able to you as a student may be one of the
best decisions you make, rather than some
sign of "weakness" or "sickness." Normal

social capacity. Health services exist tc)

services a\'ailable:

dents and alumni

help you maintain a good state of health

•

illnesses and injuries, and prevencative

students to network with and learn

medical care including health educatitm.
The following is a list of health services

ab(5ut the workplace from Gei>rge

available:

Individual counseling: Available to
undergraduate students free of charge.
Students usually are seen weekly for

• Diagnosis and treatment for minor

•

illnesses and injuries

for students loc>king ftir graduate
school optioias

• Women's health clinic

Internet access

• Prescriptions and over-the-counter

available by appointment for dtung
electronic career information

labor markets and companies

ISAIAH 58:1 I

are typical struggles of many students.

Health Services

consultants available ti^ both stu

• Oregon Graduate School Fair

searches

• Teacher placement files

medication

• Immunizations and allergy injections

—

-

• Visii,)n and blood pressure screetaing
• Student insuraiace claims assistance

• Medical equipment loans
•J-V-.A..
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A

SUN-SCORCHED

Fox alumni

to confirm career direction

graduate schools

NEEDS IN

LAND AND WILL

throughcuit the school i.lay tor outpatient

a database of professional alumni

• Degrees at Work Career Dinners

• "Sigi'Plus" computer career-

occupations

Counseling Services
Students come to counseling for a number
of reasons, but mostly because they are

people seek help when help is needed.
The following is a list of counseling

giving additional opportunity for

• Career Library
Providing information on:

SATISFY YOUR

temporarily "stuck" in the middle of
working out a personal problem. Being

registered nurse, who is available

through early diagnosis and treatment of

juniors/seniors)

• Testing and individual counseling

Health education resources

individual is functioning at his or her
maximum physical, psycln)logical and

• The Career Resource Network

Employment Strategies (designed for

•

behax'iors and addictions. Most of these

and alumni in making and implementing

the following services;

ALWAYS; HE WILL

Center on the corner i>t River and

CAREER SERVICES
The Career Services Office assists students

medical advice

1997-98
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need hclj^, you can i.iiscuss this with a

the Student health tee). Cdaim forms may

coiin.selor. The ciHin.selor \\ ill not ask
you to reveal ihe iLlentiiy of your

be obtainc\l from the Health aiul fkiuiisel-

friend. A brief consultation may be

just what you nee^l to <.lecii.le how best
to help your friend.

•

Seminars: The counseling center staff

is as'ailable to preseiit or lead small
discussions ftir your fh>or tir hall t>n a

^omms

variety <if topics.

dear brothers,
STAND firm. Let
Nothing move

YOU. Always give
yourselves
fully to the
work of the

YOU know that

parents, the a<.lminiscrarion t)r fac ulty
about your health or counseling. All

examined by (c>r contactc\l) the riurse

rec( )rds in the Health ani.1 C^ounseling
Center are confidential (for students 18
and over) except in emergency situations

prevented class attendance tor three or
more days in a riiw. It is the stiklent's

responsibility to nt^tify instructiirs prior ti^

majors. Multicultural Services also pro
vides support, encouragement, and

or where otherwise retjuired by Oregon
law. Emergencies usually fall into two
categc^ries: 1) immediate danger tti

missing classes because of an illness,

guidance to minority students.
Student Club

(R.A.) or Htuise Manager (H.M.).

The Multicultural Society, a student club,
gi\'os students of all cultures a place to
explore different cultures and celebrate
their own. They bring guest speakers on
campus and discuss a variety of topics
ranging from immigration and affirmative
action to their own personal cultural

R.A./H.M.s have thermometers with

experiences.

Appointments: Health services are avail

student spends in counseling varies,

able by appointment or during walk-in

Counseling Problems
1. Consult with your Resident Assistant

but most are seen on a short-term basis

times. Counseling sessions are by appoint

(6-8 sessions or less).

ment only. For informatioii t>r tc^ make an
appointment, stop in or call ext. 2340.

disposable ci>vers for yinir use. Basic

Group counseling: In the past,
education/support groups have
addressed eating disorders and pre

Fees: CcHinseling and health care are

R.A./H.M.

marital issues (for couples).

services. Nominal fees are charged for

psycholc5gical assessment, prescriptit>n
medication, laboratory studies, and
medical supplies.

Consultation and referral: Ifyou are
concerned about a friend who may
FOX

UNIVERSITY

first-aid items are available frtim each
2. Consult with your Resident Director.

They also ha\'e a list of ct.>mmunify
docttirs who frequently see students.
You can make yourown appointment
by calling during dcjctc^rs' i>ffice liours

required to have health and accident

(9 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays). Always
take your insurance card with ycni to

insurance. Proof of insurance must be

the doctor.

Health Insurance: All students are

I Corinthians

GEORGE

provided at no cost for professiimal

abilities and disabilities, and academic

especially if exams are scheduled.

about one hour. The length of time a

immediately.

22

during their illness, and 2) the illness

Non-Emergency Medical and

tion, call the counseling center

The Multicultural Services Office provides
opportutiirics for students to become more
aware and appreciative of one another in
terms of the diversity-in-unity within the
student body—^.liversity in terms of
personalities, denominations, ethnocultural origin, theology, gender, styles,

the attendance policy statCLl iri the
98 George Fox Catalog, class excuses are
only issued tt) stialents wln> have 1) been

considered emergency situations.

If you or a friend have a crisis situa

1 5:58

Excused Absences: In acctirtlance with

CLOSED:

Crisis counseling and intervention:

IN VAIN."

SERVICES

tions of community standards are not

LABOR IN

THE Lord is not

MULTICULTURAL

WHEN THE HEALTH AND
COUNSELING CENTER IS

materials.
your

prepared to pay when y^ni see the i.loctor.
especially if you have an out-i>f-.stare
HMO plan.

2) immediate danger to another. Viola

Personality, intellectual, and learning
disability assessments: A small fee is
charged to cover the cost of testing

Lord,because

(ext. 3842) or 911.

Confidentiality: The Health an^.! Counsel
ing Centerstaff do not communicate with

yourself (threat to life t)r bodily harm), and

"Therefore, my

ing Center. It is your responsibilitv to
know the limits of ymir health insurance
plan. Yt>u may iieed to call vour pareiits xo
find out abiHit your coverage, ^ou mu."<t be

another living area. If you are unable to
contact any of the R.D.s, call the Student
Emergeiicy Response System at 537-3842

presented to Student Acct>Linrs either prior

to or at the time of registration, or ymi will
automatically be signed up for the limited

Emergencies

health insurance plan designed fiir stu

Contact your R.A. or R.D. immediately. If

dents at George Fox (this is different from

yours is not available, call an R.D. from

Medical and Counseling
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cultural and learning pn>ee>> of our
international ^rudent>. These serx ices

include planning an internalional student
orientation program, establishing Fox

Friendship Family relationships for all
incoming international stiKlents, prox'iding

personal and acaLlemie counseling, and
planning Internalional/Klulricultural
Week each year.

• They are 23 years old on i^r before
Sept. 1, 1997.
• They have been enrolled in .i
College/Unixersiiy for six semesters
or more (or the e<.pii\ alent of nine
quarters if on die quarter system).

• They live with a parent or legal
guardian. This must be xerified by
the Student Life Off ice.

which our internaritmal sru;.lents receive

• They hax'e been out of high school
three years or more.

help. These serx'ices include \ isa inftirma-

• They are a graduating senior.

tion regarding Immigration ani-! Natural
ization Services regulations, maintainance
of .student status, extension of program,

transfer of schools, permission for employ
ment, visits abroasi during breaks and
re-entry, change of status, and departure or
termination ctf student status.

special Events
Once a year interested students raise
money to attend a multicultural student

leadership conference. International/
Multicultural Week is celebrated Feb. 2-6

during chapel and in special workshops

with themes including traditional African
dance, Japanese karaoke, Mexican cook
ing, and Korean wrestling. Martin Luther
King Jr. Day, National Hispanic Heritage
Month, National Native American
Month, and National Black History
Month also are celebrated.

HOUSE MANAGERS (R.A.s / H.M.s);

Each suhcommunity (floor, xving, apart
ment complex, house, etc.) within the
lix ing area has a Resident Assistant or
House Manager xvho is a student carefully
selected and trained to contribute to each

student's successful living/learning experi
averages 1 to 20.

• They are married.

WITH YOUR GOD."

Housing Exemptions: Students may apply
for exemptions from on-campus residency.
Forms are available in the Student Life

Office. Only students with extraordinary
circumstances will be considered for

eration in granting off-campus residency.

Those students granted off-campus

Residence Halls

EDWARDS HALL is a three-story, twoxving residence hall that houses 52 women
in one xving and 52 men in the other.
Laundry rooms are located on the first

floor of each xving. The txvo wings are
joined by a lobby, xvith the Resident
Director's apartment directly attached.

the same housing unit xvith a member of
the opposite sex other than a spouse,

Union Building.

parent or legal guardian. This is ctinsistent

with on-campus hou-sing p(.>licy. The
deadline for all completed exemption
paperwork is Sept. 12, 1997, for fall
semester, and Jan. 16, 1998, for spring

one's potential, self-worth, and philosophy

semester. Paperwork turned in after these
dates will not receive consideration until

of life. The various physical environments

the following semester.

PENNINGTON HALL is a two-story,
two-xving residence hall that houses 50
men and 50 women. The wings are joined
by a lobby, xvith the Resident Director's
apartment directly attached. Laundry

of the residence halls, suites, apartments

and houses provide challenging opportuni
ties for individual growth and develop

ment while maintaining a common bcmd
of University residency.

RESIDENCE

LIFE

STAFF

Professional Staff

international

STUDENT SERVICES
The Office of International Student
Services, located in the International

Student Center, exists to support the

University On-Campus
Residency Policy

A student must occupy University-owned
housing except in the following circum
stances;

RESIDENT DIRECTORS: Each living
area is staffed hy a Resident Director wht>

has extensive training to prepare him or
her to be an effective educator qualified to
give assistance with academic, social,

,iai 0
|; aa-fim.i

spiritual, and personal needs.
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OF YOU? TO ACT

TO WALK HUMBLY

Philosophy

with various c)ppt>rturiities to discx^ver

LORD REQUIRE

FACILITIES

Edxvards is located east of the Student

sity experience. The residence communi
ties provide unique and meaningful
experiences in human relations, along

WHAT DOES THE

LOVE MERCY AND

exemptions are prohibited from living in

an integral educational part of the Univer

IS GOOD. And

JUSTLY AND TO

HOUSING

Residence life at Getirge Fox University is

YOU, O MAN, WHAT

HOUSING

exemption. Financial need is not a consid

RESIDENCE LIFE/

RESIDENT ASSISTANTS AND

ence. The ratio of student staff to residents

In addition to on-campus services, there

are many outside/ofV-campus issues for

"HE HAS SHOWED

Student Staff
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MICAH 6:8

Suites

There is iio IchkI service v.lurinL iiK->e

BEEBE HALL is a three-story living area

school breaks. All apannient'^ .uii-l houses
will remain i>pen hulI acces>.ihle hv liieir

to he Kicked up at the bike racks. (For fire
safety reasons, bikes arc not allowed in
liallways, but tltey arc allowed in residence

residents during these scltool hre. iks.

hall riHMus).

Housing Assignments

Studeiits arc eiici>iiragcd to decorate their
residences accc^rding to their own personal
t.istes. AW vlecorations riuist be iitutually

housing 40 uppcr-i.li\'ision students. The
rooms arc fully carpetei-i ani-l are (.liviJcd
into suites ct)nsisting of a bedroom, study
room and bathroom. Eacii suite is designed
t<.) house four students. There is a kitchen,

laundry room, study room and lounge on
each flotir. Beehe is locatetl ai.ljaccnt to

Carey Hall and Willcuts Hall in a scenic
setting in the Hess C.-reek canyon.
CAREY HALL is a two-story living area

that houses 32 upper-division students. Its
" S a l v a t i o n is

FOUND IN NO ONE

ELSE, FOR THERE

IS NO OTHER

NAME UNDER

HEAVEN GIVEN TO

MEN BY WHICH WE

MUST BE SAVED."

rooms are located on each floor.

facilities are the same as Beehe and

Pennington is located just south of the

Willcuts.

Student Union Building.

Student LiteCTflice. Each student is

tations are listed below:

1.

housing sign-up process.

HOBSON HALL is a three-story residence

area housing 40 upper-division students.
Its facilities are the same as Beehe and

room furnisiiings in the apartments .tn>.l

Carey.

houses), ironing hoarvls are locates.1 in each
laundry facility, aiii.! \ acuum cleaners are

Apartments and Houses

provided for use by apart mctit resiv.lervi.s.

Macy-Sutton complex located on the east
side of the campus.

macy hall is a three-story residence
hall that houses 78 women and is part of

the Hobson-Macy-Sutton complex. It has
UNIVERSITY HALL is a three-story, twowing residence hall located east of

There are five apartment complexes and
12 houses maintained by the University
for student residents. These living areas

house mainly returning upper-division
students. All of the apartments and houses

are fully furnished, with laundry facilities
available in close prciximity to each living

the second and third floors for women.

HOUSING POLICIES

There is a kitchen, study room, and

AND PROCEDURES

hall that houses 38 men and 22 women.

Sutton has both two-person andfourperson rooms. There is a kitchen and

laundry room located on each floor. It is

the central building ofthe Hobson-MacySutton complex. Sutton has a large lobby,
with the Resident Director's apartment,
and a full basement.
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Students may wish to bring theit o\\ n
irons, microwave ovens, stiKly lamps, T\ s.
VCRs, steret)s, etc. SlUi^ients must pros iv.le
their own linens an>.l cTeatiing supplies.
The Bookstt>re rents small rotrigcr.uois to

students living in resl«.ience halls and
suites.

turtles are allowed.

students, with the first floor for men and

SUTTON HALL is a three-story residence

contradictorv to allow the advertise-

• Regarding pets: Only fish and small

RESIDENCE LIFE

laundryfacilities on each floor.

munities Act. Therefore, it would be

area.

Wheeler Sports Center. The two wings
are joined by a lobby. It houses 124

George Fox Uitiversity chooses to be a
».lrug- and alcohol-tree institution arid

is committed to upholding the United
States Drug-Free Schools and Com

Room Decorations/Furnishings
Each stiKleiit li\ itig lai c.impus is suppiie^l
with the necessary resKlence furnishings

hall that houses 84 women. It has a full
basement, which houses the kitchen and

laundry room, and is part of the Hobson-

agree^l upon by arty arid all rooinniates
wito share the room. Alsi^ certain expec

mailed a housing packet prior to the

(bed, desk, hot>ksheli, (.Iresscr, closet anv.1
lamps, as well as all kitciien aiitl Us ing

WILLCUTS HALL is a three-story living

a kitchen and laundry room on each floor.
Acts 4:12

The process of signing up fi>r hi>u««mL lor
the following year occurs iii M.irclt/.Apnl.
The process is atlministerixl litrough the

Residence Hall Closures During

Holiday Breaks
All residence halls and suites will close at

2 p.m. on Saturday, Dec. 20, 1997, and
reopen at I p.m. on Sunday, Jan. 11, 1998.
Alscg the residence halls will close for

Spring Break at 2 p.m. on Saturday, March
21, 1998, and reopen at 1 p.m. Sunday,
March 29, 1998.

Note: The beds in all of the residence

halls and suites are extra long (^9 x 80
inches). Extra-long firre^l .sheets ss'ork best
and can be purcha.soi.1 from most ^.lepartment stores. Regular flat sheets will fit

george fox bruins

mmSs

wm

also.

Residence hall and suite furniture is not

to be moved outside the room due to a

shortage of storage space. Under no

sili

circumstances is funtitiire ro he i.lisas-

sembled. Nothiiag is to he gliKxl. nailed, i>r
in any way attached tt) ceilirigs. Bikes are
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soisais
responsible for his/her vehicle at all times.

The University has in) area tor t)ft-road allterrain vehicles, an^.! they are tiot pcrmit-

tCLl on campus. Due to a shortage of

parking spaces, resitlenr stiulents are asked
not to dric'e
classes c)r meals. A yellow
curb in C3regon is a ni>-parking-ar-anytitne rone.

&.lwarJs. Macy, Sutton, Pennington,

University ani-l C'arey halls have covered
bicycle racks. Repair shops are close to
campus. Bikes are to be sroreil in the
ment of alcoholic beverages or illicit
drugs, or posters, stickers, clothing or

any other paraphernalia promoting
such products.

2. Pornographic material also is prohib
ited. This includes any item whose
content is exploitive of either sex.
Any questions regarding what is or is

not permissible should be directed to

residence hall nnmis or bike racks. Tliey are
nor to be stored in any other areas. The city
of Newherg requires all bicycle owners to

register their bikes at the pidice department.
There is no charge. No bikes or motorcycles
are permitted to be ridden on thecanyon
walk. No motorized vehicles are permitted
on sidewalks or within buildings, except for
autht)rized Physical Plant vehicles. Also,
skateboarding is prohibited on campus.

the R.D.'sor R.A.'s.

3. Department of Transportation high
wayand street signs are protected by

law. Having possession of or displaying
these signs is considered a felony and
is, therefore, not permissible.

Laundry
There are coin-operated washers and
dryers in each livingarea. The cost for
washing is 50 cents per load, and 50 cents
for drying.
Autos and Bikes

Road-worthy vehicles are permitted as
long asOregon and George Fox traffic
regulations are observed. Within two

weeksof being on campus, students are
required to register any vehicle they use on
campus with the Director of Security. A

registration number decal will be provided.

It must be displayed on the vehicle
according to instructions. The registrant is
28
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There are certain vehicle-operating

regulations you are expected tti follow. This

Right of Entrance

tion liours, there arc also others who do

Your right to privacy will Ix- respvcied.
University personnel may enter a >iudent's
room/apartment/i"u>use uithoui nonce onU'

not want their privacy invaded by the
opposite sex. The visitation hours, as
statc«.i heknv, attempt to strike a good
b.dancc between the two. The goal is to
allow tor liealthy interaction in the area

in emergencies wiiere immineni d.mger to

life, safety, healih or pri>pert\' is re.isonahlv
feared, or when there is suspieion or
probable cause to lselie\ e ih.it I 'niversity
regulatit^ns ha\"c l^een or are being vio
lated. When the Unix ersity seeks access to
students' rooms/apanments/liouses to
make repairs or impri>\ emeiits. or tor other
necessary reasons, the occupaiits of the
room or unit involved sj-iall he notified of

such actit^n not less than 24 iiinirs in

advance unless consent has been gi\'eti. .A
work request of the Pi-iysicai Plant is
considered consent to enter.

The right to privacy iiy others also is a
concern. In keeping witli our responsibiliry
toward one another, please ho mindful of

your neighbors and keep the x'olumc of
radios, stereos, etc., at a coiisii,lorate lc\ el.

Ifthey can be heari.1 in aiiotlier apartment
or room, they are too Unid.

violations of these regulations occur.

Copies ofthe campus parking policy are
available in the Campus Security Office.

Lockup
All residence halls are locked at 11 p.m.
and unlocked the next mitriiing at 8 a.m.

Each living area is staffed by a Resident
Assistant on duty from 8 p.m. to 8 a.m.

Keys

Residents are furnished with a key that

There is a charge of $10 per key tor eac

gives them access to their residence hall
whenever the doors are locked.

unreturned lost key. If you withdraw from

Student Right to Know and

to your Resident Assistant. Your post office

Brochures detailing the Student Right to

key is to he returned to the SUB post

Know and Securities Act are available in

office, and any master keys issued by the
Physical Plant shtiuld he returned there.

the Student Life Office.

Please note that duplicating, carrying, or

George Fox University allows some

using unauthorized keys is a violation of
University pcdicy and is ccmsidered a
serious offense.

PASSES ALL

UNDERSTANDING,

SHALL KEEP YOUR

The amount of Nisiration hours increases

accorvling to the type of housing. Upperclass liousing is given more seniority as it

HEARTS AND

MINDS THROUGH

relates to x isitation liours.

Residence Halls O/vn-Ziouse visitation
/loims tov 7 p.m. to fO p.m. Sunday t/ivougfi
T/iiiv.sda\. 7 p.m. to i I p.m. Friday, and

2 p.m. to / i p.m. Saturday. No person is
allowed in the bedroom of a student of the
\ isitatii->n hours. The door to the student's

rni>m is to be completely open where
s isitcirs v^f the opposite sex are present.
Suites Open-house visitation hours are

8 /).m. to 11 p.m. Sunday through Thursday,
and noon to midnight Friday and Saturday.
Visitors of the opposite sex are to confine
their visits tci the front room of the suite

after 10 p.m. All room doors are to be left
completely open where I'isitors of the
opposite sex are present.

school during the year or when leaving

campus at the end c:)f the year, please
return your room key and outside door key

God, which

iliat students call home.

opposite sex except during open-house

includes obeying posted signs and parking

regulations. Campus tickets may he given if

"THE PEACE OF

Securities Act

Visitation

visitation access to residence h«xising to
members of the oppt>sire sex. Although
some residents would ask fttr more visita
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CHRIST JESUS."

PHILIPPIANS 4:7

Jf,

.storage more than one semester may he
given away. Carpets and bicycles may not

3842) or the Student Life Office (ext.
2310).

be stored. The University is not respon

sible for l<wt, stolen, or damaged items.

Student ID Cards
One ID cari.1 will i->e issiK\l to each student

Room Changes

at the time ot registration. This one card is

Room changes for tall semester may begin

to be kept fri.>m year to year and should not

STUDENT

on Monday, Sept. 15, 1997. and will

be hole-punched or tamperei.l/damaged in

LEADERSHIP

conclude on Friday, Oct. I 7. i^oom

any way. Li>sr, i.lamagc\i or stolen cards can

changes for spring semester begin Monday,
Jan. 26, 1998, and will conclude on Friday,

be replaced by paying a $ ^0 fee. The fee

Associated Student Community

cannot be forwarded onto a student bill.

(ASC)

The card is used tor fmid ser\"ice, admit
tance to athletic events, library book
checkout, minimal building access, and

George Fox University, it is best defined in

basic identification as a Oecirge Fox

opportunities abound through the organi

Feb. 27. Special note: No room- change
petitions will be considered as lc>ng as any
students are living in tempi^rary hoasing.

If you wish to change rooms or living
areas, you must pick up a Room Change

FOOD SERVICES

form. Students are nt)t to mox-e until they
have received written apprtn-al from the

All students living in campus housing,
with the exceptit>n ot seniors li\ang in

Associate Dean of Students. Students

apartments or houses t>r students who have

wanting to change rooms will be expected

completed three years at the Uni\'ersiry,

to find another rotun in which to mcn'C.

are required to eat in Heacock Commons.

Failure to follow room chaiige procedures

the student hosting the visit. All i>vernight
visitors are expected to check in with the

George Fox Uni\'ersity Food Service
provides cafeteria-style meals. There are
always a variety entrees available, as
well as vegetables, salad choices, desserts
and beverages. The Fcxxl Ser\'ices is open
from 7:15 a.m. to 7:15 p.m. weekdays, frtim
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. on

WHAT IS BEHIND

AND STRAINING

dining room areas after 10 p.m. any night.
Room doors are to be left completely open

Resident Director. Visitt>rs can stay for up

Saturday, and 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and 4 p.m.

to three consecutive days if approved by

to 7 p.m. on Sunday.

where visitors of the opposite sex are

the Resident Director. Visits by prospec

Houses And Apartments Open-house
visitation hours are noon to midnight Sunday
through Thursday, and noon to 2 a.m. Friday
and Saturday. Visitors of the opposite sex
are to confine their visits to the living/

TOWARD WHAT IS

AHEAD, I PRESS ON

TOWARD THE GOAL

present.

TO WIN THE PRIZE

FOR WHicH God

HAS CALLED ME

HEAVENWARD IN

Jesus Christ."

Philippians

3:13-14

Storage
Articles stored must be boxed and clearly
labeled with a University label indicating
the name and permanent address of the

Guests of Students

Guests of students are the responsibility ot

tive students should be arranged through
the Admissions Office. No person of the
opposite sex is to stay overnight in a

Meal Plan Exemptions
The University food service is required to
provide medically apprtived diets, so only

student's room, apartment or ht)use.

extrat^rdinary cases will receive exemption.

paperwork behire they will be considered

door-to-door solicitation is allowed. Ft)r

for an exemption. Cdaecklists detailing the

Articles may be stored over the summer

further information, inquire at the Student

months when space is available. Prefer
ence for summer storage is given to those
students living out-of-state. Articles left in

Life Office with the Dean tif Students, or

exemption process are available in the
Student Life Office. The deadline for all

the University mailroom. Report suspi
cious behavior to the Security Office (ext.

exemption paperwork is Friday, Sept. 19,
1997, for fall semester, and Friday, Jan.

FOX

UNIVERSITY

the context of "service." Leadership

nity (ASC). Each of these leadership
opportunities give students a practical
place to serve others while developing
their own interests and leadership style.
It is through the "giving away" of our
talents through servant-leadership that
George Fox University students are

meal plan must citmplete all necessary

There is to be no st)Iiciring on campus. No

GEORGE

Leadership is defined many ways. At

Anyone seeking an exemptii-ai from the
Solicitation

owner. Articles will be kept no more than
one semester following a student's absence.

30

semester.

zations ot the Associated Student Commu

student.

Form from your Resident L^irecti>r and
follow the prt)cedure as derailei.1 i>n tiie

will result in a $50 tine.
"Forgetting

23, 1998, for spring semester. Papeirvork
completed alter these dates will not
receive consideration until the following
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a list of areas available to students who are

Chaplain's Committee: The Chaplain's
Committee is led by the Student Chaplain
and is made up of six coordinattirs for

Students are encouraged to be involved as
one of the 20 D.J.s, or on the KFOX Core

interested in becoming "servant leaders."

Greenroom, retreats, worship, women's

Committee that advises the KFOX staff.

sharpened for future leadership outside of
their college experience. The following is

Director, and Promotions Director.

Members may attend meetings of the
professional educators' organization. The

club also sponsors speakers who address
new developments in the music education

ministries, men's ministries, and commu
Committees
Central Committee: These elected

members are responsible for coordinating
and supervising the function and scope of
student government activities. Members
include the President, Vice President,
Secretary, Treasurer, Activities Director,
Supreme Court Justice, Communications
and Public Relations Director, Christian

Service Director, and Student Chaplain,
under the advisement of the Dean of

Students, Student Life Advisor, Campus
Pastor, Director of Outreach and Discipleship, and Multicultural Advisor.

Class Representatives: Each class has two
officers elected to represent them to the

nity service. The Student Cdiaplain is
advised by the Campus Pastor.

exists to give students tT all cultures a

Director in the ASC office in the SUB.

INTERCOLLEGIATE 8c

and is advised by the Multicultural

EXTRACURRICU LAR

Advisor.

The Crescent: The campus newspaper

George Fox University excels in athletics.
Intercollegiate men's sports include soccer,

staff is made up of an Editor, Assistant
Editor, Business Manager and three
Section Editors. In addition, students can
serve on the editorial board, on the

of faculty committees, serving the interests

Crescent is a weekly publication funded by

of the students. Elections are held in

ASC.

Activities Committee: The Activities

The L'AMI: The campus yearbook has an
Editor, Assistant Editor, and Computer

Committee is made up of four Activities

Editor who select 10 to 12 students to

Coordinators, a Multicultural Society
Officer, and a Formal/SUB Basement
Coordinator, and is chaired by the Activi

serve on the yearbook staff.

committee made up of students who are
responsible for planning and promoting all
student activities. This committee is

advised by the Student Life Advisor.

and tennis. Interctillegiate women's sports

STRAIGHT."

Intramurals

PROVERBS 3:5-6

The intramurals program isdesigned to

include cross country, volleyball, basket
ball, track, Softball, soccer and tennis. The
University also has a strong intramural

education by providing them with the

program.

opportunity to exercise, build friendships,

give students a chance to enhance their

and completewith one another in a spirit
of fun. A wide variety ofprograms are
designed for coed and same-sex competi
tion. Those offerings include:

Mens and women's varsity athletic
competition functitins under the National

Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA)
and the National Association of Intercol
legiate Athletics (NAIA).

• Basketball (3-on-3 and 5-on-5)
• Volleyball (3-on-3 and 6-on-6)

tant component to the quality of the pub

Music

lications. The darkroom is staffed by a
student director and student photogra
phers.

Music activities are available to students

• Flag Football

with varied musical talents. Public perfor

• Racquetball

mances are presented through the Festival

• Indoor Soccer

Chorus, the Concert Choir, Dayspring,

• Floor Soccer

poetry. All poetry, short stories and

of five Ministry Coordinators, each having

artwork is invited.

String Quartet.

an area of emphasis (Hispanic, Youth,
Elderly, Urban, Serve Trips). Ministry

KFOX: The campus radio station uses a
carrier-current broadcast system to reach
residence halls and apartments. The
station plays contemporary Christian

The George Fox University student

Information

chapter of the Music Educators' National

To keep up-to-date on current happenings,
changes or additions in policy, etc.,

Christian Service Committee is made up

Coordinators each select five students to
form their committees. The Christian

Service Committee is chaired by the
Christian Service Director and advised by
the Director of Outreach and Discipleship.
32
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20- to 40-page journal of student and staff

music. The radio stati(.)n is staffed by a
Station Manager, Program Director, Music

HIM, AND HE WILL

tional theater throughout the Northwest
at churches, prisons, camps, retreats,
schools and marketplaces.

Crosslight, Concert Band, Chehalem
Symphony, Music Theater, Jazz Ensemble,
Handbell Ringers, Brass Ensemble, and

Christian Service Committee: The

YOUR WAYS

make YOUR PATHS

cross country, basketball, baseball, rrack

Darkroom: Photography is a very impor

The Wineskin: ASC annually publishes a

STANDING; IN ALL

University Players, the University's drama
touring group, which presents improvisa-

Athletics

YOUR OWN UNDER

ACKNOWLEDGE

on-campus theater program are the

OPPORTU N IT! ES

Campus Publications

publication stafT, or as a staff writer. The

ties Director. Each coordinator chairs a

The Department of Fine Arts presents two
major dramatic productions each year, plus
informal course-related performances in
Chapel/Assembly, Wood-MarAuditorium,
or dining roomsettings. Augmenting the

celebrate their own. An officer of this

ASC. These students will sit on a variety

September.

Theater

place to explore different cultures and
group reports to the Directt>r of Activities

YOUR HEART AND

LEAN NOT ON

produces a student campus album. Stu

The Multicultural Society: This society

LORD WITH ALL

field.

Campus Album Project: Each year ASC

dents wishing to help with producing
should contact the Campus Album

"TRUST IN THE

Conference provides a bond between

• Tennis
• Golf

students in music education and members

students are expected to apprise them

of the professional organization. Students

selves of the information contained in the

receive the Oregon Music Educator.

weekly Bu/letm, published by the Univer

sityRelations Office and funded by ASC.
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Community Life
fellowship where we are i.lepenJent on and

Reconciliation, Re.storation, and

accountable to one ainitiier.

Restitution: Healing broken relation.ships

EXPECTATIONS

Within our community, the greatest

is necessary tor a healthy community.
When relatiiMiships ha\ e been harmed,

As a student of George Fox University, you
are a member of a community. One of the
primary functions of this handbook is to
help define what being a community
member here means. Ail communities

expressit)n of felKiwship and the highest
principle for relationships is k>ve—the
responsibility to lo\'e God with all our
hearts, souls, minds and strength, and to
love our neighhi>rs as ourselves. This

expect their members will uphold certain

means that unselfish lo\'e siiould be the

standards of behavior and contribute to

motive in all life's decisions, actiems and

the welfare of the group in specific ways.

relationships.

effort and sensitivity to others. Relation
ships of this quality enrich our lives, honor

Each member of the community plays a

Specific expressions t)f this type of k>ve

God, and assist in meeting the goals of the

part in an atmosphere conducive to the
growth and maturity of everyone else. The

that are desirable in this community

University.

include:

THE CONTEXT

FOR COMMUNITY

expectations of the George Fox commu
nity, explained in the following pages,

reflect the University's commitment to its

Christian philosophy of education pursued
within the context of community.

Edification: We expect each member of
the community to strive ci>nsciously to
maintain relationships that support,

enct^urage and help others.

Bearing with One Another: Because iT
The Lordship of Jesus Christ
The University believes the Scriptures

s

establish the basic principles that should
guide the development of Christian
character and govern allChristian behav
ior. These include the Lordship of Jesus
Christ over all life and thought.

can occur. In such cases we are to respond

with compassion, kindness, humility,

gentleness and patience, bearing with one
another and forgiving whate\'er grievances

we may have against i^ne another.

the reason, in\.li\ iduals are

expected tt^ reach our to one another, to
forgive one another, to restore relation
ships, and to make restitution.

the teaching of Scripture. On such occa

responsibilities
f o r B E H AV Io r and

sions, each individual would submit

ATTITUDES

her behavior. Behavior resulting in civil
arrest on or off campus is subject to review
within the University's disciplinary

Biblical Expectation

sought, enccniraged, and demonstrated in

ship of mind, time, abilities, funds, and
opportunities for intellectual, spiritual and
interpersonal growth; and the care of our

agement, consolatit)n and intercession.

of God's grace. In recognition of this
privilege, great value is placed on the
quality of relationships in our community.
We acknowledge we are living in a

spirit. If the welfare tif the one being
confronted is paramount, and if the
confronter is acting in love, the process
has potential to prt)duce growth.

the Scriptures do not providespecific
teaching regarding all social practices, they

control. This fruit ofthe Spirit is to be

another's burdens include comfort, encour

fronting one another in an appropriate

University Expectations
The Uni\'ersity also recogni.es that while

faithfulness, gentleness, and self-

the life ofJesus Christ; the careful steward

Problems in relationships and behavior
can be resolved ctjnstructively by con

procedures.

are available tt) indi\-iduals through the
Holy Spirit. These attributes include love,
joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness,

the moral law of God as taught in the Old
and New Testaments and exemplified in

Responsibilities for Relationships
Living in a dailyfellowship with other
Christians is a privilege and an expression

voluntarily to the civil penalty for his or

Scripture reaches that certain attributes

In contrast to encouraging these positive

nity such as ours can be strengthened by
speaking the truth to each other with love.

uphold the laws of the local community,
the state of Oregon, and the nation. An
exception would be those rare occasions in
which obedience to the civil authorities

come alongside those experiencing grief,
discouragement, illness, tragedy, or other
personal trials. Expressions of bearing

bodies as temples of the Holy Spirit.

Uni\-ersity community are expected to

would require behavior that conflicts with

our relationships. (See Galatians 5:22-26.)

Speaking the Truth in Love: A commu

In keeping with scriptural admonitions to
bring ourselves under the authority of
government, members of the George Fox

Implementing the abo\'e expressii^ns of
love in relationships retjuires continual

Burden-Bearing: We are responsible to

This involves wholehearted obedience to

m

our humanity, difficulties in relationships

regardless

lying, all forms of dishonesty, gossip,
slander, backbiting, profanity, vulgarity
(including crude language), sexual immo
rality (including adultery, homosexual
behavior, premarital sex), drunkenness,
immiKJesty of dress, and occult practices.

do advocate self-restraint in that which is
harmful or offensive to others. The

University has chosen, therefore, to adopt
certain prudential rules that will contrib

attributes ofthe heart. Scripture condemns
attitudes such as greed, jealousy, pride, lust
and hatred. Although these attitudes are

ute to the environment and are appropri

ate to itsaims andgoals. These standards

sometimes difficult to discern, they can
hinder relatit)nships with God and others
and lead to unacceptable behavior.

The University ct^mmunity is obliged to
repudiate these attitudes and seek God's

forgiveness and help so each indi\adual

are not set forth as absolutes or as an index

of Christian spirituality, but rather as
expectations of this community. Since

trust in and responsibility to one another
are ofgreat importance, violations ofthese
standards are regarded as a serious breach
of integrity within the community. Each

may grow in grace and righteousness.

student has agreed to abide by the

Certain behavii^rs known to be morally

University's lifestyle expectations when he
orshe signed the application tor admis

wrong by biblical teaching are ntit accept
able for members ot the Gci"»rge Fox
University ccimmuniry. They include theft,

sion. That statement reads: In accordance
wi't/i Clirjstian convictions /tonoring the body

as the temple ofthe Holy Spirit, the George

'*A%W»
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"DIRECT MY

FOOTSTEPS

ACCORDING TO

YOUR WORD."

PSALM 1 1 9:133

>

threatening messages. Vandalism of
property i.s also unacceptable.
It is the policy of Get)rge Fox Univer
sity that all empk>yees and students
work in an en\ ironment where the

dignity of each indi\'idual is respected.
Harassment due to race, color, sex,

marital status, religion, creed, age,
national t^rigin, citizenship status,

1

physical or mental disability, or any

other status prtitected under applicable
local, state or federal law is priihibited.
A person commits the crime of
harassment if they intentionally harass
or annoy another person by:

subjecting another person to offen
sive physical contact.
"Let us not love
IN WORD. NEITHER

Fox University community accepts a lifestyle

thatexcludes gambling and the use or posses
sion of non-medicinal drugs, alcohol, tobacco,

IN TONGUE; BUT

IN DEED AND IN

obscene orpornographic articles or literature,
and forbids immoral sexual behavior.

You may not agree with or fully understand
truth."

I John 3:1s

somefacets of the University's behavioral
expectations, but by enrolling as a student
at George Fox University, you have agreed
to live according to the expectations

applicable local, state or let.leral law is

should be a\'oidei.l because cont-luct
appearing to he welcome or tt.ilerated by

one employee or stu(.lent may be x'ery
offensive to another entployee or student.
Prohibited Conduct for Sexual Harass

corrective action taken as determined

b- submission to or rejection of such

publicly insulting another person
with abusive words or gestures in a

affectiiag such individual; or

the University, contact a supervisor or

such conduct has the purpose or effect
of interfering with an individual's

sources, the Assistant Vice President for
Financial Affairs or the Vice President for

making unwelc(>me sexual advances,

work performance or creating an

Financial Affairs.

requests for sexual favors, physical

intimidating, hostile or offensive
working/studeiit life enviroiament.

2. The community recognizes the danger

manner intended and likely to

provoke a violent response,

touching or the granting or with
holding of benefits (i.e.. pay, promo
tion, time off, grades) in response to
sexual contact.

c.

well-being with the use of certain

visual or physical in nature. It includes

products. Therefore, members of the
community are prohibited from using
tobacco in any form, alcoholic

jokes of a sexual nature.
Anti-Harassment Policy

It is the policy of George Fox University
that all employees and students work in an
environment where the dignity (.if each

individual is respected. Harassment due to
race, color, sex, marital status, religion,
creed, age, national origin, citizenship
status, workers' compensation status,
physical or mental disability, veteran's
status or any other status protected under

to one's physical and psychological

The conduct prtihibited may be verbal,

addressed to the Dean of Students in the
Student Life Office.

a student in the work-study program for

manager, the Director of Human Re

pay, promotion, time off, grades) in

included would be use of telephones
for the purpose of issuingobscene or

appropriate by the University. Ifthe
alleged incident involves astaff member or

conduct by an indix-idual influences
employment/academic status decisions

cartoons, caricatures, comments and

ing to community members. Also

Human Resources, the Assistant Vice
President tor Financial Affairs or the
Vice President for Financial Affairs.

Complaints will be investigated and

regarding these statements should be

dehumanizing, harassing or humiliat

program tor the University, contact a

supervisor or manager, the Director of

ment/academic status;

granting or withholding of benefits (e.g.,

tolerated. This includes hazing or
other initiations or actions hazardous,

member or a student in the work-study

either explicitly or implicitly a term or
condition of an indix iLlual's employ

participating in more subtle forms of

toward another person will not be

b. If the alleged incident involves a staff

a- submission to such conduct is made

behavior, such as offensive posters,

!• Any kind of demeaning gesture, threat
of violence, or physical attack directed

for Enrollment Services.

constitute sexual harassment when:

disciplinary action. Any questions

Violations can result in

If the alleged incident inx'olves a
student and a taculty member, contact
a school dean, the Vice President for
Academic Affairs, the Vice President
for Student Life or the Vice President

ment: Unwelcome sexual advances,
requests for sexual favors, and other verbal
or physical conduct of a sexual nature

unwelcome sexual advances, requests for
sexual favors, physical touching or the

outlined here.

a.

prohibited. Such harassing behax ior

response to sexual contact. More subtle

forms of behavior, such as offensive
posters, cartoons, caricatures, comments

and jokes of a sexual nature are discour
aged, as they may constitute sexual

harassment when they contribute to a
hostile or offensive working/student life
eiivironment.

If any employee or student believes he/she
has been discriminated against or has been
subjected to sexual or other forms of

harassment, the employee or student must
immediately notify the following:
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beverages, and illicit or non-prescribed
drugs and substances (including
marijuana or narcotics). Under no
circumstances are the above to be

used, possessed, or distributed on or
away from campus. Community
members also are expected not ro
abuse the use of legal substances.
3.

George Fox University accepts the
biblical standards that prohibit all
sexual immorality. Recognizing there
are many social and emotional forces
that challenge this standard, we
believe the power of God and the
wisdom of His Spirit combine to
provide the means to live victoriously

• A married student involved in a

sexually active adulterous, incestu
ous, or homosexual relationship.

who chcu)ses abortion tor other than
medical reasons.

• An unmarried male or female
student in\'ol\'ed in a pregnancy.

Each case of pregnancy will he
evaluated individually by the Dean of
Students. The Dean has the autlnirity
to use discretion in making exceptions

resulting from extenuating circum
stances. In such cases, alcernati\'e

actions may he taken in administering
discipline.

Examples of unacceptable behavior

Please note: The University Board of
Trustees has adt>pted a policy i^n
AIDS. More information can he
found in the Student Life Office.

• Commission of, or attempt to
commit, a sexual act that, if proven
in court, would be a criminal act.

4. Gambling is viewed as an unwise use

• Any student involved with the use,

of God-given rest)urces and as a
practice marked by greed and is,

distribution or participation of
pornography in any form.
•

An unmarried student involved in a

sexually active heterosexual, incestu
ous, or homosexual relationship.

. -V'

de\'elopment ctf human beings. E\ ery
• An unmarried or married student

with respect to sexual purity.

are:

• Promote human dignity.
The Internet is a human institution,
i-iesigned to enhance the growth and

therefore, not acceptable in any form.

5. The University provides each of its
students with a computer. With this

privilege comes the responsibility to
use it with discretion and wisdom. The

person using the Internet should be
treated in ways that respect and
promote human dignity.

• Uphold the right to privacy.
Privacy is a compi>nent of human
dignity. In addition to adhering to
pertinent laws and rules, people
using the Internet ha\ e an ethical

responsibility to respect the reason
able privacy expectations of others.

» Foster understanding and empathy.
Human beings have shortcomings

ani.1 empathy.
Know the limitations of the
medium.

Communication c»n the Internet is

not designed to replicate or replace
the full richness and complexity of
human interaction. Some direct and
subtle attributes of communication
are lost in the electrcmic medium.

Anger, hostility, or sarcasm should
not be readily assumed or inferred. If

University deems it unacceptable to
use computers in place of other

such characteristics are evident, they

mediums of communication (mail

persuasion, and compassion.

service or phone systems) for the
purpose of harassment; pornographic
use, possession, or distribution; or
plagiarism. Students found ti> be using
computers, mail or phone services for

such purpt)ses will be confronted and
held responsible through the discipline
process.

The University's "Campus and Network
Technology Acceptable Use Ptdicy" is

I

and make mistakes. They are acct>untable for the harm they do, but
should be treated with understanding

are usually best defused by reason,

"The Lord is my

Preserve and protect network
resources.

ROCK, MY FORTRESS

The Internet is supported by values

and virtues that promote individual
freedom and responsibility, including

AND MY DELIVERER;

self-restraint in the interest of others.

MY God is my rock,

The resources of the Internet must

Respect the work of others.
The lawful work of others should not

be disrupted, altered, damaged,
destroyed, or misappropriated. Nor
should the work of tuhers be used

without proper attribution. Those

be protected, enhanced, and shared.

REFUGE, MY SHIELD

Welcome newcomers.

The Internet is a forum for democ

AND THE HORN OF

racy. New members should be
welcomed, and guided by example.
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MY SALVATION."

who share informatitm on the

Internet should state how it might be
distributed by cghers. If there is a

Discuss and define community

doubt, user should ask.

The Internet is a large community

II Samuel 22:2

standards.

available in the Computer Services Office.
38
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University-approved "R"-rated movies
is prohibited on campus except when
assigned by a professor. If a professor
requires viewing an "R"-raced movie,
the movie may he viewed in the

r

Learning and Resource Center
(Library) or off campus. For an

approved list of R-rated movies,
contact your R.A. or R.D.

The viewing of movies with the "NC17" or "X" ratings is prohibited on and
"Seek ye f i r s t

composed ofmany smaller communi
ties. Each community on the Inter

THE KINGDOM OF

net has a responsibility to discuss
define and disseminate reasonable

God, and his

standards andprotocols for its
members. Members of Internet

RIGHTEOUSNESS;

communities have a responsibility to

AND ALL THESE

THINGS SHALL BE
ADDED U NTO

YOU."

the right to prohibit movies that are
not rated if their content is contrary to

University policy and expectations.

7. The pornography industry exploits
people. Further, use of the industry s
products is immoral. Therefore,

leam, follow, and help improve

pornographic materials are not to be

pertinent community standards and

used, possessed, or distributed on or

protocols.

away from campus.

8. Theft ofor damage to property ofa

• Help mold the future.

Matthew 6:33

off campus. The University reserves

atmosphere conducive to academic

academic programs: clu^reiigraphy in
drama, musical pro>.luctions. ethnic

work, to presciA'e the dignity and

activities, aeri>l'>ics classes, or rally
routines.

Other than abo\ e ineniione<.l in
stances, dancing is not permitted on
campus, nor sponsored at off-campus
facilities.

12. Members ot the community are
integrity such as honesty am.! gix'ing
credit to sources. Any attempt to

evident in the University's fire safety

disrupt or obstruct the University's

policies.

i^ormal activities, including reaching,
research, administration and co-

curricular acti\'iries, is not acceptable
und subject to review by the Vice
President hw Academic Affairs.
13. Because tif our concern for the worth
4nd dignity oi persons, each member

of the community is expected to be

educate, delight, inform, and per
suade. Whether the Internet grows in

or University premises is not permis
sible. Cases of theft will be reported to

oursociety and on our campus.

an atmosphere of freedom and

the police.

The Principles of Civility in Cyberspace"

by Marjorie W. Hodeges and Gary Pavela as it
appears in Synt/teses: Law and Policy in Higher

and paint guns), ammunition, or
explosives in or upon University-

owned or University-supervised
property is prohibited.

Educati'on

Inaddition to these standards for use of
computers, the University wants to take a

"high road" when it comes to responding

10. Consideration for others and standards

of good taste are important to George
Fox University; therefore, all activities
should be guided by this principle.

to one another in this electronic medium.
11. The Associated Student Community

6. The University urges its members to
be selective in choices of entertain

ment and recreation. The possession
and/or viewing of movies with an "R"
rating that are not on the list of

GEORGE
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sponsor several dances during the year

according to the guidelines approved
by the University administration and
Board of Trustees. Along with these
events, the University also endorses

Office.

health and safety of other community

sensitive to special needs existing in

and kindness of those who use it.

nies and public exercises, and to
respect the rights of all individuals.
A copy of the University's dissent
policy is a\"ailable in the Student life

subject to the demands of academic

member of the University community

9. Unauthorized possession or use of
firearms (including air rifles, air pistols

seriousness of the University ceremo

16. Fire Safety: Oneofthe responsibilities
iff li^•ing incommuiiity is to regard the

The Internet is uniquely suited to

responsibility—or is stifled by
regulations and acrimony—depends
upon the integrity, honesty, diligence,

40

these other expressions of fiance in tlic

Therefore, discrimination against
others on the basis of race, religion,
national origin, sex, age or handicap is
not acceptable.

members. This standard of safety is

Any interference with the normal

operation of a fire alarm system and/or
inappropriate and unauthorized use of
fire-fighting equipment is considered
by the University to be extremely
serious misconduct.

Furthermore, students are not permit

ted to discharge any type offireworks
or explosives in and around buildings,
tamper with a building's electrical
system, burn incense or have open
flames in or near campus buildings

(with the exception of Residence Hall
fire places), refuse to participate in or

14. Compliance with day-to-day policies

obstruct any fire drills, use open-coil

and procedures of the community is
expected ftir members, including those

related to entry and use of University
facilities. These routine items also are

found in the University Catalog.
15. George Fox University recognizes the
right of students and other members of

the University community to express
their views or peacefully protest
against actions and opinions with

which they disagree. The University
also stresses a concurrent obligation
to maintain on the campus an
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appliances, or place any motorized
vehicle in a building or on a porch.
All these behaviors violate the fire

safety code and are subject to fines,
compensation for any damages, and or
other disciplinary responses.
Students will be held accountable for these

expectations whether they are on campus
or offcampus. It is based on the beliefthat

of home; therefore, resident students who
are home for vacation or the weekend arc

assumed to be a part of the tainily unit and
under the direction of their parents.
Students who ci^mmute are expected to
abide by these policies except when
University regulations conflict with the
governance of the home.
Conclusion

THE DISCIPLINE

PROCESS AT GEORGE
FOX UN IVERSITY
Philosoph y

The Uni\er.siiy belie\ es ihe ^.liscipline
priicess is rcklempt i\ e, re>roring. ani.1 in

keeping with scriptural teaching. Disci

pline is an integral and necessary part of
the Botly ot C.hrlst. As a Uni\ersity

The intent of this statement is to identify
expectations that assist George Fox
University in functioning as a Christian
community and in achicwing its goals as an
institution of higher learning. This

embracing the person of Cdirisi as Lord

statement addresses relationships and
behavior. These emphases are parallel and
vital to the quality of our experience
together. The behavioral portit'm of the

/itm lii.s jaidt. jusi bctuvcn die tuo nf you. If
he listens to you. you have won your brother
others a/ong, .so that every matter may he

statement is consistent with the estab

estahhshed hy the testimony of two or three

they are part of the University program, or

lished standards of the University constitu

ivnnesses. Ij he refuses to listen to diem, tell it

when they are living in University-owned

encies and Board of Trustees. These

to the ehureh; and if he refuses to listen even

or approved housing.

standards are important to our community
and must be maintained to assure a proper
climate for learning. Nevertheless, those

development of an individual is wholistic
and not compartmentalized. In other
words, while a person is a memberof the
Universitycommunity, they are called to
live in a consistant manner with Univer

sity standards.

Students are responsible for implementing
the behavioral expectations listed above
when the University is in session, when

The policies of the University are not
intended to infringe upon the government

standards must be kept in perspective with
the biblical respimsibilities for relation
ships and behavior. The biblical and
University expectations for behavior and
attitudes are to be upheld by George Fox
University students. If these stated expec
tations are not upheld, students are subject

and Savior, we are to accept the reaching
of Matthew 18:15-17;

If your hraihcr sins uguin.st you, go and show

over. But ij he will not listen, take one or two

This is not intended to be done punitively,
but in love and respect for the student
in\'ol\ ed and for the community at large.

to the c/n(Kh, neat /ijni a.s you icoidd apagan
Seeking Help to Change and Grow
Hopefully, each one of us in the George
Fox community is fully aware of his/her
own behavior and the effects, positive or
negati\'e, that behavior can have upon the
rest of the community. If you know that

or ta.v collector."

This states that disciplii-io must be in-

ckieled iii our C^hrisr-focused cornmunity. It
teaches that a brother orsister is to be
restored through confrontation and
reprotif. The passage assumes this is to be

established by the University and wish to
get assistance in order to change this
behavior, you may take the initiative to

The Resident Assistants, Resident Direc

tors, Director of Residence Life/Housing

Dean of Students, Director of Residence

and Dean ofStudents enter into this
process with a desire to be a part ofthe

discuss this concern with a Student Life
Staff member without the threat of

disciplinary action.

individual's restoration. They all work
together in the discipline process to

A problem of this nature is defined as a

provide restoration (or the student.

personal problem, and the Student Life

An important coinptment ofthe process is
that the l\>an o( Students has the right
and community responsibility to suspend
ordismi.ss a student at any given tiine
depending upon the nature of the infrac
tion. The severity ot a \'iolarion, as well as
the frequency of tiftense must be consid
ered in the discipline process. The
42
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"The g r a s s

WITHERETH, AND

THE FLOWER

THEREOF FALLETH

AWAY: BUT THE

WORD OF THE

Lord endureth

forever."

your behavior is outside of the limits

done through a relationship.

to disciplinary action administered by the
Life/Housing, and staff.

Matthew passage suggests that an indi
vidual may need to lea\-e the community
for personal restoration and reconciliation.

Staff will seek to work with you toward the
goal of restoration. (Exceptions to this
approach may be where behavior is
repetiti\'e, self-destructive, hazardous to

others, or involves a significant legal issue
in which the University is obligated to
uphold the law.)
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I peter 1:24, 25

resolved. If your confrontation does not

solve the problem, or there is a ct)ntinuing
pattern of adverse behavior, encourage the
student to seek assistance from a Student
Life staff member.

If the student takes the initiative tii seek

help, it will be handled as a personal
problem as described previt>usly, unless
there is continued complaint from the
community.

This written attempt to clarify the
University's position on discipline is
intended to call members of the George

Fox community to responsibility for their
own behavior, and not to shift this respon

"For this God is

OUR God forever
AND EVER; He

WILL BE OUR

GUIDE, EVEN TO

THE END."

Psalm 48:14

sibility to a select few leaders who are
expected to maintain the standards. In
sharing a more specific understanding of
redemptive discipline. University officials
recognize that it is impossible to codify
how any particular disciplinary issue will

sent the University in any ofticial capacity
during the short-term suspensii^n. Aca
demic work (j^apors, exams, etc.) will not

be accepted during the suspensii>n perit>d.
The student is not permitted to make up
academic work misse^.! during the suspen
a reduced course gnKie resulting from
missed work i.iue to a short-term suspen
sion will he given the option of withdraw

ing from the course without a grade.

When a student is suspended, his or her
academic ad\ isor and instrucu>rs will he

The bix)k of Colossians provides an

appropriate summaiy of the goals of our

limited to, warning, written ctmtractof

community:

behavior, sht>rt-term suspension (generally

the period is between three and seven

"Therefore, as God'schosen people, holy and

days), long-term suspension (either

dearly loved, clothe yottrselves with compas'
sion, kindness, humility, gentleness and

immediate or deferred termination of

about the incident or situation from

its own set of circumstances. Because of

this, the disciplinary response may not be
the same in every situation, but the desired
outcome will always be the same: the

and/or dismissal (permanent termination
of.student status).

behavior in question, but, biblically
speaking, is withholding of lovefrom that
individual.

herself, to God, and to the community of

Even if a person is not actively partici

behaving inan unacceptable manner, you

the period.

willing to agree to change the offending
behavior. If there is apositive response and
the behavior changes, the problem is
44
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capacity during the time frame of the

dismissal. In the case of either the short- or
lose his or her financial commitments for

and thestudent should be asked ifhe/she is

sponsored extracurricular activities, or
represent the University in any official

disciplinary action.

In this light, ifyou believe a student is
are encouraged to godirectly to that person
and express your concernabout the behavior
and about the consequences it might bring
to the community and/or to the individual.
Community expectations should be clarified

In the case of any suspension or dismissal,
the student may mit attend class, live in
campus housing, participate in University-

Range of Discipline
Discipline may range from a warning to a
long-term suspensions, the student will

A short-term suspensitm is defined as a
period of time in a given semester during
which the student is not allowed on

campus. Generally the period of time is
between three and seven days. The student
may not attend class, live in campus

housing, participate in University-.sponsored extracurricular activities, or repre-

the Student Life Office.

disciplinary actions may, hut are nor

another member of the community, it can
no longer be defined onlyas a personal
problem. It may be considered a commu
nity issue and therefore may be subject to

George Fox University.

Appeals
Reconciliation and due process for action
taken by administration, faculty and staff
may be sought by any student. Copies of
the student appeal policy are available in

Conclusion

circumstances behind it.

J'tudent status tor one semester or more),

which ignores problembehavior in effect
condones it. Ignoring problem behavior in
others not only gives tacit approval to the

discipline.

informed ot the suspension hut not of the

be handled. Each situation brings with it

reconciliation of the individual to him/

will bo honored within the context of

sion periotl. A stui^letit who would recei\'e

If a Student Life Staff member knows

disciplinary actions. Any community

Dishonesty or Lying
Lying about the offense in question will
serve to increase the degree of conse
quence incurred by the student. Honesty

pating in a violation but is associated

with students who are, he or she will
receive discipline appropriate for the
situation. For example, ifa student is

patience. Bear with each other and for^ve

whatever giievances you may have against one

another. For^ve as the Lord forgave you. And
over all these virtues, put on love, which binds
them all together in perfect unity. Let the
peace of Christ rule in your hearts, since as
members of one body, you ivere called to
peace. And be thankful. Let the word of

Christ dwell in you richly as you teach and
admonish one another.. .And ivhatever you
do, ivhether in word or deed, do it all in the

name of the LordJesus, giving thanks to
God."

Colossians 3:12-17 (NIV)

discovered with a group that is using
alcohol tir drugs, presence with the group
makes the student eligible for discipline
whether or not he i>r she was participating
in the offense. In this situation, the best

choice, and the University's expectation,
would be to walk away.
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Campus S e r v i c e s
Bookstore

basement tT the Miirdock Learning

The George Fox University Bookstore

Resource Center (library). It comprises the
Computer Lab (ext. 2440), a Viewing/
Listening Lab, Materials Production Lab,

serves the students needs with textbooks,

general interest books, reference books,
school supplies, backpacks and umbrellas,

Recording Studio, and Prex'iew Room.

George Fox University logo sportswear,

gifts, greeting cards, candy, gum, and
drugstore items.
Store hours are Monday through Friday,
8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Five local banks in Newberg provide

request dry-mounting, lamination, copystand photography, and slide sorting and
slide program a.ssembly. You may also use
the production room to work on p<isters
and Cither media production projects. The

services: Commercial Bank, U.S. Bank,

IMC makes thermal transparencies in a

Wells Fargo, Bank of America, and Key
Bank of Oregon. In addition, there is a
branch of the First Federal Savings and
Loan Association and Washington Mutual
FederalSavings Bank.

variety ofcolors and does high-.speed audio

Banks

' ' •

.

^

This is the place t<i purchase write-on
overhead transparencies and cartlboard
frames for transparencies. Here you can

College Work-Study (CWS)
Program
CWS is a work program partially funded
by the
who
i-i'c federal
icuerai government.
govermueiiL. Students
oluu
as
a
part
awarded Work-Study

of theirfinancial aid package have the
opportunity to find Work-Study positions
on campus. Work-Study students typically

work 10 hours per week during the school

cas.sette copying and video dubbing.
Mostchapels are recorded, and copies are
available for checkout or purchase. The

Viewing/Lisrening Lab has individual
carrels for listening to vinyl records, CDs
and audio cassettes, and for viewing video

tapes, laserdiscs, film-strips and slides. The

Human Resources Office handles the

offices. One is Located in the Student
Union Building, and the other is in Beebe
Hall. All students—commuters and

residents—will be issued a post office box
assignment when they enroll at George

GRACIOUS TO YOU,

people. Box numbers in the 4000 series are
in the Beebe Post Office, while numbers in

Lost and Found

THE LORD TURN

the 5000 series are in the SUB Post Office.

The "Lost and Found" for the University is

Services provided at both post offices
include distribution of campus and incom

located in the SUB Post Office in the

Outgtiing mail received at the student post
The Student Accounts OfLice is located on

The SUB Post Office also offers the

the main floor of Hoover Academic

projectors and other AV equipment for

student is as follows:

4:00 p.m.
Phase 11

Plant Services sponsors a program at the
end of the school year called Phase 11 to
recycle usable items students desire to

Beebe Post Office
Student name

leave behind. Once collected, the items

are passed on to summer work-study

George Fox University

or

awarded. Information about non-Work-

housed in the IMC but is catalogued in the

Study positions can be obtained through

on-line catalogue, along with the print
media. Anything that is on reserve, u'hether
frrint or non-print, can he ohtained at the
circulation desk ott the main floor.

Thursday, and Friday from 8:30 a.m. to
4 p.m. and Wednesday from 9:30 a.m. to

service at the SUB Post Office are from

The library's collection of non-print media
(records, CDs, cassette tapes and videos) is

Instructional Media Center (IMC)

also cashes checks for students (up to $50).

The office isopen Monday, Tuesday,

through the U.S. Postal Service or United
Parcel Service (UPS). Hours for window

earned in relation to what they have been

the Career Services Office.

tuition, room and board, etc., and receives

payments. The Student Accounts Office

book rate). Packages can be mailed

418 N. Meridian St.
Newberg, OR 97132-2695

Aid Office tracks the amount a student has

Building. This office handles billings for

following .services: sale of stamps and

Pridays. The correct address format for the

(4001-4800)

students who are transferring into an

apartment or house. At the end ofthe
summer they are sent to the needy.

SUB Post Office
Student name

Get)rge Fox University
420 N. Meridian St.

(5601-5999)

Newberg, OR 971 32-2699

J The IMC (ext. 2430) is located in the
46 •GEORGE
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HIS FACE TOWARD

YOU AND GIVE YOU

Student Accounts Office

mailed that same day.

The IMC is the place to arrange for

YOU AND BE

PEACE."

offices by 3:30 p.m. will be postmarked and

come first-served basis.

placement and payroll functions of the
Work-Study program, and the Financial

Student Union Building. Check there if
you lose something on campus.

ing mail, as well as outgoing mail service.

8.30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Mondays through

24 hours, preferably more) by calling ext.
2430. Equipment is available on a first-

FACE SHINE UPON

enrolled. Some boxes will be shared by two

consecutive semester the student is

viewing.

classroom presentations. Be sure to make

KEEP YOU; THE

An address-change form must be com

address will remain the same for each

(priority) and standard (parcel post and

arrangements well ahead of time (at least

BLESS YOU AND

pleted by e\-ery student at the end of the
school year or upon withdrawal from
school. This allows postal employees to
forward all first-class mail and periodicals.

The Recording Studio has equipment for

video reci^rding or for video and satellite

"THE LORD

LORD MAKE HIS

Fox University. The box a.ssignment and

Foreign Language Lab is also in this area.

audio mixing and basic video editing, and
the preview room can be set up for live

Keys for the SUB and Beebe Post Offices
arc issued during registration. If a key is
misplaced or lost, there is a $10 replace
ment charge and a $5 accounting fee if
charged to your student account.

The University prcwides tw«.") student pt">st

envelopes, and mailing services including
next-day air, second-day air, expedited

year and earn about $1,860 before taxes.

Earnings from Work-Study are taxable and
are payable bycheck once a month to the
student. Students must report Work-Study
earnings if they file a tax return. The

Mail Service
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NUMBERS 6:24-26

P

Campus Security
To contact the Security nirecri>r during

Emergency Phone Numbers

office hours, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Mi>nday
through Friday, phone ext. 3842 (5373842 off campus). Use this number also to
request Security Team services during
service hours (6 p.m. tt) 6 a.m. Sunt-iay
through Thursday, and 24 hours beginning

In the e\'ent ot fire, earrhtiuake or other

4 p.m. Friday to 8 a.m. Sunday). When the
switchboard is not attended, dial 538-8383
and call the number reported on the tape

recording. Leave a message. Please provide
your name, nature of the pr^4^lem, and
location of problem.
In the case of a security emergency

WATERS, HE

RESTORETH MY

SOUL."

PSALM 23:2, 3

emergencies pertaining to the University
campus, the following numbers should be

called immediately. Tlie listed indi\'iduals

are responsible for contacting the appro

priate/affected University community
members. IfSecurity cannot be reached,
then proceed to the next number.
1- Security Director

Carl Ecklund: 537-3842 or ext. 3842

2. Environmental/Safety
Coordinator (BSC)

(assault, crime in prt)gress, etc.), dial 9-911
on campus or just 911 from an off-campus

TBA

Phone Procedures

line. Contact the Security Directorand

Clyde Thomas: ext. 2512/day or

Campus Phones: Each apartment, house,
residence hall room and suite has a singleline telephone and phone number avail
able to residents for local and long
distance calls. Long-distance charges will
be the responsibility of the student.

school officials as soon as possible once
police are notified.

538-3010/evening

'He leadeth me

BESIDE STILL

Procedure

Collect calls are not to be accepted on
student phones. Pay phones from which
collectcalls and long-distance calls may be
made are located throughout the campus.

Emergency Medical Assistance

From 8 a.m. to 5p.m., students shtuild call
the Health Center, ext. 2340.

Director of Plant Services

Ifyou smell smoke or know that an

ambulance is needed, contact 911 (9-911

from acampus phone), then notify

Security.

Before 8 a.m. and after 5 p.m., or on

weekends, students should call the Student
Life staff in the following order:
1.

Resident Director for your living area

2.

Resident Director for one of the other
living areas

Fire Emergency
If a fire alarm sounds, identify smoke and/
or flames and dial 9-911. Then call

Securityat ext. 3842 (537-3842 off
campus) and give your name and location

ofalarm and/or fire. Note; 1/Security is
unattended, a phone number to call will be
given on the tape recording. If there is a fire,
evacuate the building in an orderly manner.

48
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3. Ifyou are unable to contact any ofthe
RDs, call the Student Emergency

Response System at 537-3842 or ext.
3842.
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T h i n g s t o know

IMPORTANT PHONE

Mailroom (Beebe Hall)

NUMBERS

Mailroom (Student Uniim) . . . Ext. 2560

The University

503/538-8383

Main Switchboard

Ext. 0

Admissions Office

Ext. 2240

Advancment Office

Maintenance/

Physical Plant

Ext. 2510/251 1
Ext. 2620

Natural Science Office

Ext. 2710

Ext. 4106

Peace Studies

Ext. 2680

Ext. 2910

Ext. 2741
Ext. 2210
Ext. 2650

ASC (Student Government)

Administration

Residence Life

President

Shaun McNay

Ed Stevens

Ext. 2102

Vice President tor Academic Attairs
Dirk Barram
Ext. 2142
Vice rresi..ient tor Student Life
Eileen Huline

Ext. 2312
Ext. 2221

Bookstore

Ext. 2540

Box Office

Ext. 3844

Residence Life and Housing . . . Ext. 2315

Bruin Den

Ext. 2585

Security Services

Ext. 3842

Business &. Economics Dept. . . Ext. 2810

Social Science Office

Ext. 2740

Executive Assistant to the President
EnrryHubhell
Ext. 2103

Cage

Ext.4131

Student Accounts

Ext. 2290

Student Life Staff

Campus Pastor

Ext. 2321

Student Life Office

Ext. 2310

Eileen Hulme

Career Services Office

Ext. 2330

Human Performance

Communications Office

Ext. 2670

Newberg

Computer Help Desk

Ext. 4357

Computer Lab (EHS)

Ext. 4117

Tilikum

Computer Lab (MLRC)

Ext. 2440

Computer Store

Ext. 2565

Continuing Education

Ext. 2270

Continuing Ed. Faculty

Ext. 2870

Education Office

Ext. 2830

Dana Miller

537-1555
538-8321
538-2763

Financial Aid

Ext. 2230

Food Services (Marriott)

Ext. 2580

Marta Sears

Graduate Admissions

Ext. 2260
Ext. 2340

Humanities Office
Center

Ext. 2410

Lost and Found

Ext. 2560

GEORGE

FOX

UNIVERSITY

Assistant Director of
Career Services

Wiilcuts halls

Ext. 3841

Kim Clitte

FROM THE LOVE

houses

Ext. 2322

Tim Commins

ROMANS 8:38, 39

R.D. for University Residence Hall,
Weesner Apartments and selected
Ext. 3853

Valerie Pearce

R.D. for Lewis Apartmeiits and

Director

Ext. 2350

Carolyn Staples

Nurse

Ext. 2340

Advisement

Shaun McNay

Student Life Advisor

Ext. 2313

Ext. 2314

Intramurals
Manfred Tschan

Director

Ext. 2919

Ext. 2331

1997-98
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OF GOD."

Ext. 3854

Randev Senanayake

Ext. 2321

SEPARATE US

R.D. for Edwards Hall,

Dean of Students

TBA

Library

5o

Ext. 2311

Ext. 2430

Ext. 2643

BE ABLE TO

Penningti>n, Carey, Beebe, and

Student Leadership/ASC

Career Services
Bonnie Jerke
Director ot Career Services . Ext. 2332

International Student
Facilitator

Ext. 2317

Ext. 2740

Instructional Media

R.D. for Winters Apartments,

Bill Buhrow

Director ofOutreach and Discipleship/
Multicultural Advisor

Ext. 2315

Counseling and Health Services

Administrative Secretary. . . Ext. 2310

Ext. 3868

Associate Dean of Students.

Hobson-Macy-Sutton halls . Ext. 3837

Sally Stewart

Shelley Tapia
Secretary/Receptionist

ANY OTHER

Ext. 2313

Director ot Graduate

Student Services

Jeff VandenHoek

houses

Einda Theimpson

Event Information

Services

Ext. 2113

Shaun McNay
Dean of Students

Ext. 2313

Woidman Apartments, andselected

Vice President tor Ad\'ancement

Christian Life
Crcgg Lamm
Campus Pastor

Health and Counseling

Ext. 2161

Vice President torStudent Life Ext. 2312
Hospital
Police Department

English Language Institute .... Ext. 2640

Vice Presitlent tor Financial Affairs
DonMillage

NOR LIFE, ...NOR

Dean of Students

CREATURE, SHALL

Vice President for Enrollment Services
Andrea C:ook

"NEITHER DEATH,

Mark Pothoft'

Psychology Office
Registrar's Office
Religion Office

Athletics Office/Health and

•ii

Ext. 2555

Music Office

Ext. 2110

Offices

Mailroom (Wood-Mar)

Ext. 2561

HANDBOOK
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"BLESSED ARE

THEY THAT HEAR

THE WORD

OF God, and

KEEP IT."

LUKE 1 1 :28

USEFUL NEWBERG

Flowers

Sweet Nellie's Flowers

537-0904

Flower Galler>'

538-5704

Showcase of Flowers

538-4311

PHONE NUMBERS
Banks
Bank of America

538-8393

Commercial Bank

538-3184

Key Bank of Oregon

538-1318

US. Bank

538-3111

Cinemas
Cameo

538-4479

99W Drive-In

538-2738

Robin Hood Cinema

625-6887

Twin Cinema

538-2738

grade responsibility
November 7, Friday, 4:30 pm

1997-98 ACADEMIC
CALEN DAR

Thanksgiving Vacation
Nov 27-30, Thursday-Sunday

FALL SEMESTER 1997

Undergraduate Registration/Confirmation
for Spring Semester and May Term
December 1-5, Monday-Friday

WES Rcgistratii>n/Ciinfirinatiiin

Stores
Bi-Mart

538-0631

Fast Lane

538-5804

August 25, Monday, 8:30 am-4:30 pm
PsyD, MACS. MAT Registration/

Graduate Registration/Confirmation for

Confirmation

Spring Semester

Fred Meyer

537-1350

Higher Ground Books

538-2665

Nap's IGA

538-8286

Residence halls open for new students
August 30, Saturday, 1:00 pm

Payless

538-3164

New Undergraduate Students-Parent

Thriftway

538-6161

7-11

538-6925

August 26, Tuesday

December 8-12, Monday-Friday
Fall Semester classes end

December 12, Friday
Study Day
December 15, Monday

Convocation

August 30, Saturday
New Undergraduate Student Orientation

Final Exams

December 16-19, Tuesday-Friday

Aug 30-Sept 2, Saturday-Tuesday

Food

Abby's Pizza

538-3800

Arctic Circle

538-9625

Burger King

538-2371

Burgerville

538-0914

Coffee Cottage

538-5126

Dairy Queen

538-6112

Domino's Pizza

538-7777

Ixtapa

538-5956

Izzy's

537-0101

J's Family Restaurant

538-5925

Jem 100

538-6191

KFC

538-3787

McDonald's

538-6611

Noodle, The

537-0507

PapaMurphy's

538-2536

Pasquale's

538-0910

Pogy's

538-1000

Video

Videoland

538-7271

Horizon Video

538-0441

Miscellaneous

Chehalem Aquatic Center

538-4813

Friendsview Manor

538-3144

Health Habit

538-0315

Newberg Graphic

538-2181

Newberg Library

538-7323

Newberg School District

538-8361

Post Office

538-5500

Tilikum

538-2763

Fall Semester ends

New Undergraduate Student Registration/

December 19, Friday, 5:00 pm

Confirmation

Midyear Commencement
December 20, Saturday, 2:00 pm

September 1, Monday, 9:00 am-4:30 pm
Residence halls i>pen hit returning students
September 1, Monday, 2:00 pm
Returning Undergraduate Student Registra

Residence halls close

December 20, Saturday, 5:00 pm

tion/Confirmation

SPRING SEMESTER 1998

September 2, Tuesday, 8:30 am-4:30 pm
Fall Semester classes begin

Residence halls open for new students
January 10, Saturday, 1:00 pm

(Graduate & Undergraduate)
September 3, Wednesday

Residence halls open for returning students

Late registration fee in effect ($25)

January 11, Sunday, 1:00 p.m.

Honors Convocation

New Student Registration/Confirmation
January 11, Sunday, 4:00-5:00 pm

September 8, Monday, 10:00 am
Last day for students to confirm registration
September 10, Wednesday, 4:30 pm
Last day to change registration
September 17, Wednesday, 4:30 pm
(Courses dropped by this date will be deleted

from record.)

Spring Semester classes begin
January 12, Monday

Late registration fee in effect ($25)
Last dayfor students to confirm registration
January 16, Friday, 4:30 pm
Last day to change registration
January 23, Friday, 4:30 pm

Withdraw fee in effect ($10)
September 18, Thursday

(Courses dropped between September 18 and

(Courses dropped by this date will be deleted
from therecord.)

Shari's

538-2194

November 7 will be recorded as "W" on

Subway

538-8740

transcript.)

TacoBell

538-7319

Last day to exercise "Pass/No Pass" option
September 26, Friday, 4:30 pm
Mid-semester Holiday (no classes)

March 13 will he recorded as "W" on tran
script.)

October 10, Friday

Last day to exercise "Pass/No Pass" option

TacoTime

538-8700

Wendy's

537-9433

Ye Olde Pizza Shoppe

538-2022

GEORGE
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(Courses dropped between January 26and

February 6, Friday, 4:30 pm

Mid-semester grades due
October 22, Wednesday
Last day to withdraw from a class without

52 •

Withdraw fee in effect ($10)

January 26, Monday

Mid-semester Holiday (no classes)
February 20, Friday
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Cam PUS
Mid-semester grades due
March 4, Wednesday

MAY TERM 1998

Last day to withdraw from a class without
grade responsibility
March 13, Friday, 4:30 pm

December 1-5, Monday-Friday

Map

Preregistration

Spring Vacation
March 21-29, Saturday-Sunday
Undergraduate preregistration for 1998-99

Final Registration
May 5, Tuesday
May Term begins
May 5, Tuesday

April 13-17, Monday-Friday, 8:30-4:30 pm

Last day to change registration
May 6, Wednesday

Graduate preregistration for 1998-99 and

Last day to apply lor pass/no pass t>prion

Summer 1998

May 6, Wednesday

and Summer 1998

April 20-24, Monday-Friday, 8:30-4:30 pm
Spring Semester classes end
April 24, Friday

wci
a

Last day to withdraw
May 15, Friday

S

S

=

May Term ends
May 23, Saturday

Study Day

April 27, Monday

Memorial Day holiday
May 25, Monday

Final Exams

GG

April 28-May 1,Tuesday-Friday

liiftiinr

SUMMER SEMESTER 1998

Spring Semester ends
May 1, Friday, 5:00 pm

UNDERGRADUATE

Residence halls close for non-graduates
May 2, Saturday, 5:00 pm

Summer Semester begins
May 26, Tuesday

Baccalaureate

Last day ti> withdraw
July 24, Friday

May 2, Saturday, TEA

Summer Semester ends

Spring Commencement

August 7, Friday

May 2, Saturday, TEA

imin
lllLUUli

67

Residence halls close for graduating seniors

mil

Ti 11111 n 11M1

May 3, Sunday, 5:00 pm
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We would like to thank Seattle Pacific University for their help in the production of the 1997-98
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George Fox Urtiversity Student Handbook.
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%
CAMPUS MAP KEY

38. Campbell House

1. Armstrong House

2. Barclay House
3. Bauman Chapel/Auditorium
4-

Bookstore

5.

Brougher Hall

37. Beebe Residence Hall

39. Carey Residence Hall
40.

Cole House

41.

Edwards Residence Hall

42. Gulley House
43.

Hancock Street House

Offices

44.

Hester House

7.

Centennial Tower

45.

Hobson Residence Hall

8.

Colcord Memorial Field

46.

Hoskins House

6. Business and Economics Department

9. Computer Store
10. Development Office

47. Kelsey House

11. Edwards'Holman Science Center

49. Lewis Apartments

12. Financial Affairs Office

50. Macy Residence Hall

13. Fry House

51.

McGrew House

14. Graduate Student Lounge

52.

Munn House

15. Heacock Commons

53. Newlin Apartments

48.

Kershner House

16. Hoover Academic Building

54.

17. Humanities House
18. International Student Center
19. Lemmons Center

55. Pennington Residence Hall

20. Virginia Millage Memorial Rose

56.

Schaad House

57. Sherman Arms Apartments
58. Sherman Street House
59.

Garden

Parker House

Sutton Residence Hall

21. MinthornHall

60. University Residence Hall

22. Morse Athletic Fields

61.

23. Murdock Learning Resource Center

62. Weesner Village

24. Pennington House

63.

25. Plant Services Building
26. Prayer Chapel

27. President's/University Relations
Offices

64. Winters Apartments
65. Woolman Apartments
PARKING
sites:

29. Ross Center

66. Bauman Auditorium/Ross Center
Parking Lot

30. Security Office

31. Student Union Building
32. Video Communication Center

33. Wheeler Sports Center
34. Wood-Mar Hall
35. Woodward House

STUDENT HOUSING

(Residence Halls, Mini-dorms, Apartments

and Houses)
36. Beals House

GEORGE

Willcuts Residence Hall

Visitor parking isavailable at thefollowing

28. River Street House

56

Weesner House

67. Hoover/Wood-Mar Parking Lot
68. President's/University Relations
Parking Lot
69. Wheeler Center Parking Lot
70. Winters Parking Lot
Special reserved places for admissions
guests are available in the Hoover/WoodMar Parking Lot, the President's/Univer
sity Relations Parking Lot, and the

Winters Parking Lot.
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414 N. MERIDIAN ST.

NEWBERG, OR 97132.2697
503.554.2310

